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1 Abstract  

The last 40 years productivity has been a central part of reforming the Danish public sector, 

despite knowledge gaps about what public sector productivity is and how to measure it. In 2018 

a new common charts of accounts (CCA) for the university was introduced with the aim of 

producing unit costs and benchmarking universities to increase productivity. This thesis inves-

tigates the effect of productivity theory on the design and implementation of the CCA. 

Using Actor-Network Theory and Callon’s concepts of performativity and translation, this the-

sis analyzes how productivity is constructed and translated into the Danish public sector and 

the effect it has on accounting systems and practices. Using public documents and reports a 

network analysis is made of the Ministry of Finance (MoF) to understand how the public sector 

productivity is constructed and how this concept has been translated into the public sector. The 

second part analyzes the performative effect of productivity in the design and implementation 

of a new CCA for the university sector. The analysis is based on a case study where data was 

collected through semi-structured interviews and documents. Interviews were made with rep-

resentatives from several universities, the Ministry of Education and Research and the MoF. 

Relevant documents encompass consultant reports, ministerial reports and meeting documents 

from the committee work on the CCA. 

The results point towards the central role that productivity has in shaping the public sector and 

how the MoF is part of a network with national and international actors that problematizes the 

lack of productivity in the public sector and proposes economic theory as the solutions to this. 

The MoF drives the translation of the concept of productivity into the Danish public sector. 

Due to the inability to measure the overall productivity of the sector, organizational level 

productivity is pursued via accounting reforms that are greatly inspired by productivity theory. 

The CCA is an example of this and the analysis shows the long-lasting problematizing of the 

universities’ accounting practices that led to the final version of the CCA. For the CCA to be 

accepted by the universities the final version became diluted from what productivity theory 

proposes but this still creates overflows, such as increase administrative costs and lower edu-

cational quality. The CCA does little to improve the internal management of the universities 

and mainly reflects a need to include the universities in the MoF’s frame of public sector 

productivity. 

The results can help start a debate on the normative nature of economic theory and the conse-

quences of blindly pursuing productivity on the cost of other aspects of the public sector. For 

research within accounting the results reveal that more research should be conducted into the 

dual role accounting systems have in performing economic theory, as they can support it but 

also be used to hinder it. This points to a further need to understand the complex relationship 

between economics, accounting and practices of accounting. 
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2 Introduction 

Public sector productivity is, and has been for more than 40 year, a key element in reforming 

and modernizing the public sector in Denmark (Ejersbo & Greve, 2014). Theoretically produc-

tivity is about how efficient a given production is and “how much output is obtained from a 

given set of inputs” (Syverson, 2011: 329). Despite the simplicity of the core theory of produc-

tivity the understanding of how to measure and achieve it within the public sector is still limited 

(Boyle, 2008; Dunleavy, 2017). The definition of public sector output and the valuation of it 

has been called a conceptual challenge due to the lack of a market and prices (Diewert, 2018). 

Trying to find a single and uniform measurement of public sector productivity has been called 

“unrealistic” (Boyle, 2006: 34). 

In a Danish context there is also a recognition of the problem and in 2012 the government 

mandated Productivity Committee (PC) concluded that 

“It is hard to estimate what the public sector produces. And hard to measure its produc-

tivity. We know very little about how the productivity of the public sector has devel-

oped.” (PC, 2012:18) 

Despite this knowledge gap, increasing public sector productivity has been argued to be essen-

tial to national governments due to the restraint on spending they experience (OECD, 2005). 

Productivity is often claimed to be a purpose in itself if economies and public sectors wish to 

survive and develop. The MoF has called productivity “the premise for growth and wellbeing” 

(MoF, 2001:253) and the OECD calls it the “the ultimate engine of growth” (OECD, 2015: 3). 

This means that despite there being a lack of knowledge of how public sector productivity is 

measured and conceptualized in the public sector, it has been pursued tirelessly and still is. A 

central element in the pursuit of productivity is translation of the abstract theoretical work into 

the specific public organizations through tools of productivity. 

Such tools of productivity include both more general concepts like strategic management and 

planning (Andersen, 2012; OECD, 2005) but also more concrete tools such as performance 

management, accrual accounting, increased competition and calculation of output and unit 

costs (MoF, 2003, 2005). There exists a clear practice of using accounting tools to achieve 

public sector productivity in Denmark and internationally. There is also a continuous process 

of either innovating new tools, like the establishment of a Committee for Public Management, 

a Minister of Public Innovation, or introducing these tools in new areas of the public sector. 
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This thesis will investigate the latter of these by studying the introduction of new accounting 

regulation within the Danish University sector to improve its productivity. 

The Danish universities are self-owning public institutions that provide research and research-

based education and annually receive more than 35 billion DKK in funding from the state. In 

September 2018, a report was released from the Danish Ministry of Education and Research 

(MoER) stating that the government wants a standardized registration and allocation of costs 

at the universities through the introduction of a common charts of accounts (CCA). The report 

was the culmination of a 10 year long process trying to introduce a CCA for the universities, 

where former attempts had failed (Skærbæk et al., 2019). 

The purpose of the CCA is 

“to compare unit costs across the sector. This will create bigger transparency in the 

costs for the services that the institutions deliver to society and it will improve the foun-

dation for comparing and analyzing the costs across institutions and time.” (MoER, 

2018b: 7) 

The purpose is to introduce a productivity tool into the universities with the introduction of the 

CCA, which will allow them to be benchmarked and compared using unit costs. The proposal 

was controversial because the universities have never been regulated in this way. This type of 

regulation requires the universities to conduct their internal bookkeeping in a different way and 

this causes challenges with the eight heterogenous organizations with very different manage-

ment purposes and accounting needs (Skærbæk et al., 2019).  The universities strongly resist 

the introduction of the CCA and had in 2016 managed to stop the process of introducing it. 

Their critique was also visible in the committee report from 2018. Here they express that 

“The representatives from the universities support the overall purpose of creating 

transparency about the resource usage in the educational sector. However, the universi-

ties do not assess that the recommendations of the committee will result in significant 

improvements of the management accounting at the individual university.” (MoER, 

2018b: 15) 

The resistance from the universities is considerable and a recent report supports the claim that 

the CCA will not necessarily lead to better managerial accounting at the universities or better 

management of the universities (Skærbæk et al., 2019). Given these two aspects, resistance 
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from universities and few improvements accounting wise, it is interesting to investigate how a 

technique such as the CCA emerges and how it will affect the universities. 

2.1 Problem area 

The CCA is here seen as a tool for productivity that will allow universities and the central 

government to conduct benchmarking and compare costs across time and universities. The in-

spiration for productivity tools, such as the CCA, is connected to the theory of productivity that 

describes unit costs and clear output definitions as central to measuring and improving produc-

tivity (Diewert, 2018). The translation of a theory into concrete activities is not without conflict, 

as the above quote from the universities shows. It is important to better understand and study 

how economic theory is translated into concrete techniques and practices and the effect it has 

in the actual economy (Callon, 1998b). The introduction of the CCA also represents a distinc-

tive change in how the universities are regulated and is probably the first and most striking 

example of how economic theory is translated into the Danish university sector. 

2.2 Research question 

To structure the investigation of how the theory of productivity affects the design and purpose 

of the CCA and how the Danish universities are affected, this thesis aims at answering the 

following research question 

How is the economic notion and economists’ interest in productivity translated into spe-

cific accounting practices within the university sector and with what effects? 

The research question is further aided by two working questions that will structure my study 

and go in depth with two distinct areas of it. 

• How is productivity theory constructed and how do actors translate it to reform the 

public sector? 

• How does productivity perform the CCA and what are the effects on the accounting 

practices of the universities? 

2.3 Choice of theory and methods 

To study how economic theory influences the accounting practices at universities I have chosen 

to use Actor-Network Theory (ANT) (Latour, 2005) and the concepts of economic performa-

tivity and translation (Callon, 1986, 1998b, 2007) as my overall theoretical framework. ANT 

is chosen because of its understanding of human and non-human actors, such as economic 
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theories or accounting systems and regulations, to be of equal importance in studying the social. 

The concept of economic performativity is an ANT approach to studying, not just the economy, 

but economics itself from a sociological standpoint (Callon, 1998b) and argues that economic 

theories “performs, shapes and formats the economy, rather than observing how it functions” 

(Callon, 1998: 2). In my study accounting standards and practices are influenced by economic 

theory and the CCA may be seen as a device needed for the success of the theory. ANT and 

performativity allow me to get behind the scenes of how the reform process of the universities 

takes place. Furthermore, it aids me in investigating how productivity influences both the actors 

but also the design and implementation of the CCA itself. 

This theoretical framework allows me to study how economic theories affect other actors’ be-

havior and actions. ANT can be said to be both a theoretical and methodological research ap-

proach (Lukka & Vinnari, 2014) where the main principle is to “follow the actors” (Latour, 

2005) to gain insight into how they construct and try to stabilize the world. I have used the 

principle in designing my study and paid great attention to tracking the networks surrounding 

productivity in the public sector and in understanding the process of the CCA and its effects. 

These considerations will be further elaborated in the method section, like the theoretical frame 

will be further explained in the theory section. 

2.4 Alternative theoretical approaches 

To study my research question other theoretical approaches than ANT could have been used. 

In this section I will present two alternative theoretical approaches, institutional theory, and 

governmentality, and explain their potential relevance for the thesis and why ANT was still 

chosen. 

Institutional theory is concerned with the relationship between organizations and their external 

environment and understanding how social institutions, both formal and informal, influences 

and conditions the behavior of organizations (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983). Organizations strive 

to become perceived as legitimate by the external environment and aim at internalizing the 

different socially constructed norms and practices to achieve legitimacy (Dillard, Rigsby, & 

Goodman, 2004). The approach would be relevant in investigating the relationship between the 

individual universities, or the entire sector, and the external demands on increasing transpar-

ency or productivity from actors such as the MoER and the MoF. It could be relevant to analyze 

the effect of the new CCA in relation to whether the universities actually changed their behavior 

according to the institutional expectation and demand from their external environment. Or if 
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they merely claim to do so by decoupling their internal activities from external representation 

(Dillard et al., 2004). However, the focus on social norms would provide a limited ability to 

understand the role of economic theory and accounting systems. Instead of being actors affect-

ing organizational behavior, they would be reduced to an organizational tool that can be used 

in responding to an external demand. Likewise ANT gives a much more dynamic analytical 

framework for analyzing actors’ relationships, since it does not make any prior assumptions 

about relationships or identities (Callon, 1986). 

Governmentality is a theoretical approach inspired by Foucault which tries to understand gov-

erning and power by deconstructing its use and historical origin (Rose, Malley, & Valverde, 

2006) by investigating the political rationalities, programs and technologies used in cases of 

governing (Rose & Miller, 1992). Governmentality is related to ANT since it has a distinct 

focus on power as relational and recognizes the role of technologies and techniques in asserting 

power and controlling actors. There has also been cases of adopting ANT concepts, such as 

translation (Callon, 1986), into governmentality studies (Miller, 1990; Rose & Miller, 1992). 

A governmentality framework would be possible to investigate the CCA as a technology of 

governing and the rationale behind it. The programs to promote it could be analyzed along with 

the technology. At the same time governmentality could be used to analyze the actual effect of 

the CCA in changing the behavior of the universities and relate to whether it achieves the pro-

grams of government. Despite these similarities with ANT, governmentality perceives tech-

nologies as objects and instruments of control rather than actors with agency (Ahrens & 

Chapman, 2007), which means that they can only be analyzed through their effect on human 

actors. This limits the possibility to understand the relationship between economic theory and 

accounting and how these complex relations potentially create its own effect. 

2.5 Structure of the project 

Section 3: Methods. Here I will explain ANT as a research paradigm and the implications of 

its ontological and epistemological position on the research design and methods. The section 

will also present the research design, the data gathering, data analysis and the limitations of the 

study. 

Section 4: Theory. In this section I will explain the central concepts of ANT, which are actors 

and networks. The concepts translation and economic performativity is presented and describes 

how the concepts are operationalize in answering my work and research questions. 
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Section 5: First analysis. The section gives an answer to the first work question about how 

productivity is constructed and translated into reforms of the public sector. 

Section 6: Second analysis. This section analyzes the second working question of how the 

design of the CCA is affected by productivity and the effect it has on the universities’ account-

ing practices. 

Section 7: Conclusion. The main conclusion of the analyses is presented and the answers to 

the work and research questions are discussed. 

Section 8: Further implication. The further implications of the study are discussed and how the 

results can be used by practitioners and researchers. Suggestions to further research are also 

made. 

 

3 Methodology 

3.1 Philosophy of science 

The ontological standpoint of ANT can be referred to as realistic constructivism (Justensen, 

2017). The world is constructed by the actors in it, human and non-human, but that the con-

struction is not a fabrication or something false, but is real in an ontological sense (Latour, 

2005). The construction of reality happens by ordering the unstable world through networks 

wherein stability and truth can be achieved by enrolling more and more actors, thereby expand-

ing the network and what is ordered (Law, 1992). The type of construction that ANT refers to 

is not the same as social constructivist paradigms (Latour, 2005). 

For social constructivism the ontological standpoint is that reality is fabricated and layer on top 

of a non-discoverable world, and thereby an epistemological question rather than an ontologi-

cal (Egholm, 2014; Latour, 2005). Another critique of the social constructivist ontology is its 

understanding of the construction of reality which is thought to be pluralistic. Pluralistic means 

that the present is one of many outcomes of a historical and cultural process, which stresses the 

fabricated aspect of reality rather than acknowledging the realism of the observable world 

(Mol, 1999). For ANT the construction should be understood in the way that reality is per-

formed (Law, 2008; Mol, 1999), and through the constant actions of actors and networks this 

performation become real. This also means that ANT perceives actors identity as fluid and 
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something that can change on an ontological, and not just epistemological, level (Callon, 1986, 

1998b). 

The consequences of this ontological stand mean that epistemology cannot be separated from 

ontology, since the world observed is the real one. Actors are capable of expressing their own 

reflection of their action and strategies behind these actions (Latour, 2005). The role of the 

ANT researcher is therefore not to reveal a hidden social layer or add an analytical dimension 

on top of the actions of actors. Instead, the researcher should report and understand the actions 

of the actors observed and understand how they themselves make sense of the world giving 

their statements equal measure of truthfulness to the researchers own analysis (Callon, 1986; 

Latour, 2005). 

In accordance with these ontological and epistemological standpoints Callon (1986) presents 

three methodological principles through which the philosophy of sciences can be operational-

ized into the concrete empirical work conducted. I have used these principles throughout my 

data collection and data analysis and after presenting the three principles their concrete use will 

be explained under the relevant section. The three principles are: 

1. Agnosticism. According to the principle the researcher must be impartial or agnostic 

towards the opinions of the actors and whether they are about the social or the technical. 

The means that the research must never censor the actors’ words or opinions in analyz-

ing their world. 

2. Generalized symmetry. The principle states that the researcher must not make any 

prior distinction between the social and natural/technical in understanding actors and 

their opinions.  Researchers must “use a single repertoire” (Callon, 1986: 200) of lan-

guage for both social and technical actors when describing and explaining the phenom-

ena studied. In this study the language of translation is used as the single repertoire. 

3. Free association. The last principle concerns how the researcher should not use any 

prior theories to assume the identities and action of the actors but instead let them ana-

lyze and describe their own world. 

3.2 Research design 

The research approach in this thesis can overall be viewed as a case study (Flyvbjerg, 2006), 

which has been chosen due to its ability to gain deep insight and understanding of a specific 

phenomenon, like a new accounting system or standards, actual work in a social and historical 

context (Parker, 2012). This research approach has been chosen because ANT studies are “not 
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abstract but grounded in empirical case-studies “(Law, 2016: 141)  and it allows me to adhere 

to the methodological ideal of following the actors (Latour, 2005; Lowe, 2001). Latour elabo-

rates on this stating the research must 

“try to catch up with their often wild innovations in order to learn from them what the 

collective existence has become in their hands, which methods they have elaborated to 

make it fit together, which accounts could best define the new associations that they 

have been forced to establish.” (Latour, 2005: 12) 

Applying this principle means that positivistic and deductive case-study approaches become 

irrelevant because the purpose is not to test some pre-given theory or predict certain behavior. 

The case is closer to an interpretive case study where the purpose is to gain idiographic insight 

into the worlds of actors and to describe and understand their actions (Welch, Piekkari, 

Plakoyiannaki, & Paavilainen-Mäntymäki, 2011). Even though ANT proposes the existence of 

an actual reality “out there” the methodical approach is performative, meaning that it is not 

possible to discover the properties that make up social life in a way  where they can be predicted 

(Hansen, 2011). The purpose of my case study is therefore to understand the actors and their 

actions in attempting to stabilize the network around them and this follows the principles of 

free association and agnosticism in my research. 

3.3 Data gathering 

The empirical base of this thesis was gathered over a period of two years, using interviews and 

documents retrieved from earlier projects conducted within the same case setting. As part of 

an exam on my master’s degree in 2018 I conducted 5 interviews with representatives from the 

university sector and from the MoER. In 2019 I was hired on a research project at the Depart-

ment of Accounting at CBS, investigating the introduction of the CCA from a management 

accounting perspective (see Skærbæk et al., (2019) for the final report from this project) where 

I conducted another four interviews with representatives from the university sector. Since all 

these interviews were concerned with the purpose and implementation of the CCA I deemed 

them all relevant for this thesis and gathered approval from the participants to use them as part 

of my data. 

In 2020 another four interviews were conducted with representatives from the MoER, MoF 

and the Danish Economic Council – see table 1 for a full overview on the interviews conducted 

from 2018 to 2020. The purpose of these interviews was to expand my knowledge of the 
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network around the CCA, to dig deeper into the processes behind it, its implementation and to 

gain an understanding of public sector productivity. 

Lastly, I have gathered many public reports and documents on the topic of public sector produc-

tivity, university reforms in general and the CCA – see primary references for the full overview 

of documents. On top of this I have gained access to internal documents from the MoER on the 

work with the CCA from 2015 and onwards. Together these documents and interviews provide 

the material that will make up my case study. It was not possible to do observational studies 

due to time constraints, but they could have been used as a complementary way to gain insight 

into the effects of the implementation. The selection of interviews and documents were done 

in accordance with the principle of free association where no actors were excluded beforehand, 

and interviewees were asked about who other relevant actors to interview could be. Since the 

data gathering done in my prior studies have resulted in a lot of interviews with representatives 

from the universities I focused my time getting interviews with other actors that had been rec-

ommendation to talk to: The MoF, the MoER and the Agency of Modernization under the MoF.  

Attempts were made at getting interviews with the Agency of Modernizations. The interview 

with the vice director of the Economic Council of Denmark happened due to the Council’s role 

as Productivity Council but ended up being used only as a background interview in the project. 

The two interviews planned with the MoF and PC representative were cancelled due to the 

CoVid-19 situation. 
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3.4 Interviews 

As part of my case study four semi-structured interviews (Justesen & Mik-Meyer, 2010) were 

conducted with relevant actors involved in the process. Semi-structured interviews are charac-

terized as 

“an interview with the purpose of obtaining descriptions of the means of the life world 

of the interviewee in order to interpret the meaning of the described phenomena” 

(Kvale & Brinkmann, 2008:3) in (Brinkmann, 2013: 21) 

Since the purpose of conducting interviews was to gain insight into the different actors’ own 

meaning with the CCA and productivity, the semi-structured format was picked. It was also 

picked due to its ability to be both an naive and explorative approach to a topic while asking 

more detailed questions (Justesen & Mik-Meyer, 2010: 55-56). For me this meant that even 

though I had some knowledge of the CCA due to my former work with it, it was still possible 

for me to be surprised and discover new aspects of the process while asking into more specific 

parts of it. Despite my former knowledge of the process I have tried not to let my own assump-

tions about the purpose of the CCA limit my data gathering and analysis. Instead I used it to 

engage the most recent interviewed actors on their reflections on the claims and behavior of 

other actors. An example is the presentation of the universities’ critique of the purpose and 

exact usage of the CCA to the MoER, and that the MoER mostly agrees with them. This indi-

cates that the actor behind the CCA was the MoF, which again was supported by the other 

interviews. 

The overall theme of the interview guides was the CCA and productivity, but some changes 

were made to the questions in preparation of the different interviews to gain a better under-

standing of how the individual actors perceived the two phenomena. The interview guides see 

appendix 2, were written with mostly open questions to the interviewees on their role in the 

CCA, their perception of its purpose and the benefits or consequences it will bring about. The 

questions were asked in a way where the technical aspects of the CCA were discussed more in 

depth and how productivity as a concept was part of the process.  The interviews were tran-

scribed (see appendix 1 for transcriptions) and analyzed with an inductive analytical approach 

(Brinkmann, 2013). All interview quotes used in the thesis were sent to the interviewees with 

the original Danish quotes, its English translation used in the thesis, and the context and mean-

ing of the quotes. This was done to ensure that actors did not feel censored and to achieve better 
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communicative validity in interpreting and conveying their meaning (Kvale & Brinkmann, 

2015). The thesis does not follow the classical and positivist inspired understanding quality 

criteria of validity and reliability. Instead it use communicative validity where dialogue with 

respondents are essential for ensuring quality in the methods (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2015). The 

qualitative criteria I use are coherence, internal connections between different section of the 

project, and consistency in using the theoretical and methodological concepts (Justesen & Mik-

Meyer, 2010: 38). 

The data was analyzed using an inductive approach (Brinkmann, 2013). The inductive ap-

proach was chosen to follow the third principle of not imposing a predefined structure onto the 

actors’ action (Callon, 1986: 201) and because ANT studies are inductively in their approach 

(Latour, 2005: 11). An inductive approach does not mean that no theoretically informed con-

cepts are used (Brinkmann, 2013) and going by the second principle of generalized symmetry 

I used the vocabulary of performativity to inform my analysis. This meant I had a conceptual 

understanding of the theory and current literature on the area of economic performativity. I still 

analyzed the interviews (and documents) using the respondents’ own words and created the 

codes according to the themes and concepts emphasized by the actors. The data analysis was 

performed in the qualitative data program NVivio and utilized coding to structure the data and 

the different themes (Gibbs, 2007). As the interview transcriptions were read, codes were de-

veloped to organize and structure the 11 interviews and several thousand pages of documents. 

The analytical strategy behind the coding was meaning condensing (Kvale & Brinkmann; 

2015) where long pieces of text are reformulated into shorter sentences that encompass their 

meaning. For example, in my study various claims about how the CCA would be used were 

condensed into codes such as “management of universities through CCA”, “universities ac-

counting system and CCA” and “allocation of cost for output measurement”. 

However, the meaning was not then further interpreted to understand the underlying social 

structures or alternative motives of the interviewees, as Kvale & Brinkmann (2015) propose. 

Following Latour (2005) the research must allow actors “make up their own theories of what 

the social is made of.” And the role of research is not to “teach actors what they are or to add 

some reflexivity to their blind practices” (11-12) but instead to structure and convey the actors’ 

own understanding of their action and reality, which I followed strongly in my data analysis. 
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3.5 Documents 

The use of documents is a central method in this thesis due to their ability to gain an historical 

overview of the concrete process of the CCA, of the role of productivity in public sector re-

forms and the transformation of theories and ideas on productivity. The type of documents 

analyzed ranged from public reports and analyses from organizations such as the OECD and 

Economic Council of Denmark, to ministerial accounts and committee reports such as the 

Committee on the CCA. At the same time, I had access to internal documents from 2016 and 

onwards from the MoER on the process of the CCA. This gave me insight into some of the 

work being done behind the scene and helped me to understand the interactions and conflicts 

unfolding during the process of constructing a collective committee report. 

For the analysis on the concept of productivity and the different actors involved, documents 

were gathered by searching their individual homepages for key words such as productivity, 

public sector productivity and public sector effectiveness. An intertextual approach (Coffey, 

2014) was also used, where references to other documents were noted and key documents, such 

as the Eurostat Handbook (2001) and the work of the PC (2013c, 2013b), were identified. The 

internal relationships were especially important in understanding how the theories of produc-

tivity moved around in the network and how different actors reflected and acted upon the doc-

uments of other actors. Documents are not just knowledge containers or neutral end products 

of human action but are instead investments into creating stability and mediators in social in-

teraction (Law, 1992). The documents were therefore analyzed as mediators of social interac-

tion between the different actors to understand how they both tried to position themselves in 

the network on productivity and convince other actors of their worth and opinions. 

On top of the intertextual reading of the document the meaning condensing analysis, described 

in the interview section, was also used. The analysis gave me insight into how actors reflected 

upon, used, and transformed ideas on public sector productivity and economic theory. How-

ever, I do not see documents as neutral representations of certain facts about the world but as 

material evidence of power struggles in defining and construction certain truths (Nimmo, 2011) 

about the topics of the thesis. 

For the analysis of the universities the intertextual and meaning condensing analysis were also 

used to map the relevant network and understand the technical details of the CAA. Documents 

were also used to reconstruct the process leading up the introduction of the CCA. They were 

held up against how interviewees remembered the process and helped to triangulate the 
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interviews. The processual view was especially important to understand the development of 

the ideas and the negotiation on the technical aspects of the CCA and the context that lead to 

its introduction. 

3.6 Limitations 

Following the methodological principles described above provide the thesis with a solid and 

transparent research design and data analysis but there are still some limitations from a meth-

odological point of view. 

Firstly, the implementation of the CCA is still in its early stages. Since no observations or new 

interviews were done with the university currently implementing the CCA, the main part of the 

analysis on the consequences and overflows is based on the involved actors’ speculations and 

assumptions about what will happen. At the same time, the overall attempt at following the 

actors in action was mainly done at some distance through interviewing and studying docu-

ments instead of a more ethnographic approach. This gives a less certain analysis of the conse-

quences but at the same time it was a possibility to study the CCA while there is still contro-

versy about it, which is also a central part of doing ANT studies (Lowe, 2001). 

Another more general methodological aspect of ANT, that poses a limitation, is the question 

of when a credible and accurate account of the process is created. A concrete case is that I have 

not been able to interview representatives from the Agency of Modernization, which means 

that information about them were from written sources or statements from other interviewees. 

On a general level I cannot know if I have achieved the ideal of giving a complete and credible 

description of the actors’ reality. All relevant actors involved might not have been identified or 

the final thesis might also give a misrepresentation of their stories. By communicating with the 

interviewees about the quotes used I have tried hard to gain as clear a representation of their 

stories. 

 

4 Theory 

4.1 Actor-network theory 

The theoretical basis for this thesis is ANT, with a more specific focus on the concept of eco-

nomic performativity (Callon, 1998b). This section will start with presenting the central ele-

ments of ANT. Afterwards the concept of performativity is presented as a way to investigate 
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how economic theory influences and constructs the world around it. Lastly the section will 

operationalize the centrals concepts and describe how they are used in the analysis. 

4.1.1 The actors 

A central difference between ANT and other post-structuralist research approaches is the in-

clusion of non-human, or materiality, in understanding what society is made of (Latour, 2005; 

Law, 2008). The non-human actors, such as technologies, accounting systems or economic 

theory, are not just objects or techniques used by human actors in their interactions. To under-

stand how the social world(s) are constructed and enacted, researchers cannot just look at the 

purely social or human factors. As Latour (2005) states, in ANT the “‘social is not some glue 

that could fix everything including what the other glues cannot fix; it is what is glued together 

by many other types of connectors” (5). To study the social is to study the connections and 

relations between human and non-human actors and their process of creating a stable social 

frame to work within. This does not imply that anything or anyone is an actor. Instead it means 

that “any thing that does modify a state of affairs by making a difference is an actor” (Latour, 

2005: 71). 

Actors do not have an inherent identity but are identified through their relation with other ac-

tors, leading some to call ANT a “semiotics of materiality” (Law, 1999: 4). Since actors are 

constructed, through their relationship with other actors, no prior definition of actors’ identities 

can be made, and the needs, strategies and intentions of actors must be understood through 

their relationship with other actors. This is a specific way to understand the fluid ontological 

identity of actors within ANT. 

An example of the role of non-human actors is the study of accounting devices in strategy 

processes by Skærbæk & Tryggestad (2010). The study follows the development of a new 

strategy for a ferry company and shows how non-human actors such as financial models, bal-

ance sheets and bridges become strategic actors in certain situations. Using ANT in the  study 

meant that  “the question of ‘who’ is the strategic actor can be extended to mean ‘who or what’ 

to allow more explicitly for the possibility that a stream of accounting devices can play a com-

plex part in enacting and (re)formulating strategy.” (Skærbæk & Tryggestad, 2010: 109). 

4.1.2 The network 

In ANT networks are the ontological building blocks of the world we can see. Law (1992) 

writes that the network “lies at the heart of actor-network theory, and is a way of suggesting 
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that society, organizations, agents, and machines are all effects generated in patterned networks 

of diverse (not simply human) materials.” (380, italics in original). Networks are created 

through the process of translation a process of power where certain actors are allowed to speak 

on behalf of other actors by becoming the spokesperson of networks (Callon, 1986; Law, 1992). 

Networks, in the same anti-essential way as the identities, represent how society is constructed; 

not by having inherent qualities or essences but rather by being temporary structures of stability 

created through ordering and enrolling actors (Law, 1992). The central role for ANT research-

ers is to open up the network and ask how it came to be, which struggles, compromises and 

loses were endured to create a stable network (Law, 1992). Changing which actors are part of 

the network and shifting the power balance between actors can lead to new frames of what is 

right in the network (Skærbæk & Tryggestad, 2010). Skærbæk & Tryggestad (2010) reveal 

these dynamics when non-human such as bridges are included in a network around a new strat-

egy for a ferry company and likewise how a group of actors succeed in changing the frame of 

the strategy and the network by enrolling new allies and challenges the old strategy via ac-

counting devices. 

4.2 Translation 

In answering how networks are created and how certain actors become more powerful than 

others, ANT rely upon the concept of translation. Translation is 

“all the negotiations, intrigues, calculation, act of persuasion and violence, thanks to 

which an actor or force takes, or causes to be offered on itself, authority to speak or act 

on behalf or another actor or force” (Callon & Latour, 1981: 279). 

Translation is not a final result but a continuous process of actors trying to speak on behalf of 

others (Callon, 1986). The core of translation is the power relations between actors and offers 

a processual perspective on how power is unfolded in networks and how power is constructed 

using devices and enrolling allies (Callon, 1986; Skærbæk & Melander, 2004). Within account-

ing literature there are several studies of translation processes (Arnaboldi & Palermo, 2011; 

Lowe, 1997; Pipan & Czarniawska, 2010; Skærbæk & Thorbjørnsen, 2007). 

4.2.1 Callon’s Four Moments of Translation 

Callon (1986) concept of translation consists of four moments: Problematization, interrestment, 

enrollment and mobilization. 
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Problematization: In the first moment the current situation is problematized and through a 

process of destabilizing the current network, investments are made into making the problem 

accepted by the rest of the network. During the moment certain actors will not only criticize 

the status quo but in the process also determine “a set of actors and define their identities in 

such a way to establish themselves as an obligatory passage point in the network of relation-

ships they were building” (Callon, 1986: 204). In this process of problematization actors are 

delegated new identities that they must become to fit into the solution to the problem and resta-

bilize the network. This solution, known as the obligatory passage point, is what connects all 

the actors in the network and allows them to transform into their newly delegated identities. I 

will study problematization by analyzing what is criticized in the current network, why, who 

leads the critique and how they do it. Special attention will be given to how economics and 

accounting is used to problematize the current situation and each other (Miller, 1998). The 

analysis becomes a process of opening up the network by identifying the relevant actors and 

understanding their internal relationship in connection to the obligatory passage point. (Callon, 

1986).  In summing up “problematization describes a system of alliances, or associations be-

tween entities, thereby defining the identity and what they 'want'.” (Callon, 1986: 206), as 

shown in figure 1. 
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Interrestment: The identities of actors proposed during the problematization are still fluid and 

do not materialize themselves. This happens through an active process where some actors will 

try to ”impose and stabilize the identity of the other actors it defines through its problematiza-

tion” (Callon, 1986: 207-208). This fixation of identities is done by using interrestment devices 

to impose and stabilize the identities. The purpose of the interrestment devices is “constructing 

a space in which it becomes possible to discuss ideas about changing the prevailing state of 

affairs.” (Skærbæk & Melander, 2004: 26). In my analysis I will identify the concrete interrest-

ment devices used, like accounting systems and regulations, in realizing the identities of the 

actors. I will analyze how devices will fulfil their function and how strong they are in changing 

actors’ identities. 

Enrollment: The first two moments are mainly concerned with identifying actors and devel-

oping the devices to enable change. However, change is not given, and actors may resist their 

delegated identity and fight against the interrestment devices. The moment of enrollment is 

about the power struggle between actors and the “multilateral negotiations, trials of strength 

and tricks” (Callon, 1986: 211). In the enrollment process I will analyze the specific tactics, 

rhetoric and arguments used by the actors in the negotiations of the CCA and if changes are 

made to their identities or the interrestment devices. 

Mobilization: The last moment is a question of whether actors stay in their enrolled identity 

or if they rebel against it, thus destabilizing the network again. If all actors are mobilized into 

their identities a “constraining network of relationships has been built.“ (Callon, 1986: 218) 

and stability is created. Since the CCA has not yet been implemented it is hard to analyze if the 

different actors become mobilized but based on my interview and documents a cautious answer 

can still be given. But as Callon also points out mobilization is not a final result reached once 

and for all, since the “consensus and the alliances which it implies can be contested at any 

moment.” (1986: 218-219). In studying the last moment, I will connect the potential instability 

with the concept of overflows, which will be described below. 

4.3 Performativity 

Having introduced the central elements of ANT, I will now move to the concept of performa-

tivity. I will start by explaining the historical background for Callon's (1998b) concept of eco-

nomic performativity. From there, I will explain the overall concept of performativity and the 

central elements of it. 
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The concept of performativity stems from the language philosopher John Austin, who intro-

duced performative utterances as utterances that do not just describe a pre-existing reality but 

creates a new reality through the utterance itself (Austin, 1962). Callon (1998b) introduces 

economic performativity to understand the role of economic theory in relation to the economy. 

He states that “economics (…) performs, shapes and formats the economy, rather than observ-

ing how it functions” (Callon, 1998b: 2). Callon’s concept of performativity is different from 

Austin in two aspects by being based on the logics and ideas of ANT. First, the context, or what 

is beyond, the enunciation is included in the enunciation itself, meaning there is no extra layer, 

like the “social”, to explain the performative effect. Secondly, Callon’s concept of performa-

tivity includes the materialities, non-human actors, in what performative enunciations are, 

meaning that not only act of languages can be performative (Callon, 2007) 

4.3.1 Key concepts of economic performativity 

The role of theory: Economic performativity is centered around the ideas that economics does 

not merely describe a pre-existing reality but change something in the real world when being 

used (Callon, 1998b). Performativity has been studied in several fields such as finance 

(MacKenzie, 2006; Mackenzie & Millo, 2003; Svetlova, 2012), accounting (Pucci & Skærbæk, 

2020; Revellino & Mouritsen, 2015; Themsen & Skærbæk, 2018) and strategy (Cabantous, 

Gond, & Wright, 2018), as well as in a broad set of other economics settings and processes 

from pricing, statistics and economic experiments (Callon, Millo, & Muniesa, 2007; 

MacKenzie, Muniesa, & Siu, 2007). 

Performativity focuses on how economic theory is transported from one setting to another and 

how the world around the theory is changed according to the theory (Callon, 2007) and the 

devices, techniques and translation processes being used in the performation (Callon, 1998b, 

2007). For Callon, sociologists have too long studied the economy instead of studying econom-

ics. To study economics is to acknowledge it as a set of normative claims and ideas about the 

world on equal footing with other knowledge and belief systems, instead of a neutral and de-

scriptive science. Performativity proposes that the actual economy is not embedded into social 

relations, as proposed by Granovetter (1985), but instead “is embedded not in society but in 

economics” (Callon, 1998b: 30). Economics do not make correct predictions or descriptions of 

social behavior but by actually performing the economy in accordance with the theory itself 

(Callon, 2007; MacKenzie, 2006). Economic theory should not be considered a true or false 
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description of reality but successful or unsuccessful transforming the world around them 

(Callon, 2007). 

To add to the understanding of performativity Callon (2007) introduces the concept of co-per-

formation to broaden the concept of performativity from a strong sense where a specific eco-

nomic formula has an performative effect (MacKenzie, 2006), to include other processes and 

factors. This includes the historical contexts and processes that will inevitably cause the eco-

nomic theory to be engulfed by the power struggles of actors engaged in processes of transla-

tion (Callon, 2007). The power struggle surrounding the use and performation of economic 

theory shows that it is not part of the pure world of sciences and fact but is part of the world of 

translations which is about “politics and messy relations created by a lot of entities with differ-

ent values.” (Christensen & Skærbæk, 2010: 542). 

I will analyze the role of theory by seeing how the theoretical perspectives are utilized and 

transformed in the creation of reports and reforms. The purpose is to analyze whether there is 

a direct or indirect connection between the actors’ actions and theories on productivity and 

analyze how these connections are translated into specific activities. The assumptions and con-

nection to other economic theories will also be part of understanding how productivity theory 

is supposed to function. 

Socio-technical agencement: The way economic theory becomes successful is their ability to 

actualize “the world that it suppose” (Callon, 2007: 320), which happens when theories are 

moved from their academic and theoretical world into the economy. The success of this move-

ment is dependent upon the strength of the socio-technical agencement that moves with the 

theory. Performativity does not claim that all economic theories have a performative effect on 

the economy (Callon, 2007). Only those theories that are supported and enacted by a network 

of human and non-human actors, which Callon refers to as the “socio-technical agencement” 

(2007: 320), can be successful. Translating theory into the economy is reliant on “the socio-

technical agencement that "goes with it" has to be transported as well.” (Callon, 2007: 331, 

italixs in original). 

Accounting techniques and systems are centrals technical tools and devices used to move eco-

nomic theory from one space to another and creating a strong enough socio-technical 

agencement for it to succeed (Callon, 1998b). Accounting devices provide the “metrological 

infrastructure in which economic activities are embedded” (Callon, 1998b: 25) and accounting 

can be extended into new spaces to perform economics (Miller, 1998). Accounting is strongly 
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inspired by economics (Hopwood, 1992) but the relationship between the two also goes the 

other way, since accounting is necessary to perform economic calculations (Chiapello, 2008; 

Miller, 1998). Themsen & Skærbæk (2018) show a case of risk management, where an IT risk 

management systems functions “as buffers to shield (economic) theories or frameworks against 

competing views, thus strengthening the enactment of that theory's particular world.” (30). This 

highlights the role of non-human actors in helping economic theory actualize itself in new set-

tings. 

The socio-technical agencement will be operationalized by identifying the concrete technical 

devices needed to make reality closer to the theory. Special attention will be paid to how ac-

counting systems and practices are mobilized by actors in creating the necessary infrastructure 

and calculations for productivity to be successful. The social part of the agencement will be 

analyzed by analyzing actors’ support or resistance to productivity theory and their (un)will-

ingness to change their behavior according to the theory. The interaction between the technical 

and social actors will also be analyzed to investigate the strength of the collective agencement. 

Framing and overflow: As written above the performation of economic theory does not hap-

pen independent of its historical and cultural context. This is acknowledged by Callon who 

introduces the concept of framing and overflow to further elaborate on how performativity 

functions (1998a). Framing is the active process of creating a frame that “ establishes a bound-

ary within which interactions (...) take place more or less independently of their surrounding 

context.” (Callon, 1998a: 249). The frame helps create the overall conditions for the socio-

technical agencement to be successful. However, the process of framing is never complete or 

long lasting and overflows, anything that can go wrong, happen constantly. Overflows, and not 

framing, is the norm (Callon, 1998a) and this help explain why the performation of economics 

is so hard to achieve. Overflows emphasizes that there is a series of things that can constantly 

go wrong that threatens the performative effect of a specific theory and the overall framing. 

The concepts of framing and overflowing supplement economic performativity and help ex-

plain the complexity of the performation and the heavy investments that must be made into 

creating a stable frame and the success of economics. 

The framing activities will be analyzed by looking for references to dominating ways of think-

ing and behaving. At the same time attention will be made to how the framing is maintained 

through investments in material devices that solidifies and strengthens the boundaries of the 

frame. Overflowing is observed as anything that breaks outside the frame and that goes wrong 
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within the frame. This could be relationships with other actors that had a valid interest in or 

influence on the output from the universities and their accounting practices, that had not been 

accounted for in establishing the frame. It could also be the unintended consequences of focus-

ing more on productivity will have for other parts of the universities’ activities and purpose. 

5 Economics and productivity 

The analysis starts by mapping the network around the MoF on public sector productivity and 

the role each actor in the network has and how they all contribute to construct productivity as 

a macro actor. Then follows an analysis which gives an overview on what productivity is within 

economic theory, how it is measured and the conceptual challenges with understanding and 

measuring public sector productivity. Lastly the analysis will present a historical overview of 

how productivity has been conceptualized in the Danish public sector and which tools, meas-

urements and techniques have been used to make the public sector more productive. 

5.1 Economic actors and the transformation of ideas about productivity 

The analysis is purely based on document studies, and documents were collected by searching 

the actors’ webpages on material concerning productivity, public sector productivity, modern-

ization of public sector, etc. The documents were then analyzed through coding and meaning 

condensing based on Callon’s (1986) concept of problematization. The focus is on their critique 

in relations to productivity, what their identity is, whether self-defined or delegated, and how 

they are connected to the other actors in the network through the OPP. This part of the analysis 

is not chronological and uses documents from different time periods to investigate the stability 

of the actors’ identity. The actors are identified through the interconnexion analysis of the doc-

ument where the actors who have an effect and leave a trace, by being mentioned by other 

actors. The actors are the MoF, OECD, EU/Eurostat, PC, Statistics Denmark and the Economic 

Council of Denmark. 

5.1.1 Ministry of Finance 

The MoF is the main actor in driving new economic initiatives in the Danish public sector 

(Ejersbo & Greve, 2014). It has a special role in translating abstract concepts into concrete 

activities in the Danish economy, contributing to the performative effect of economic theories 

and specifically for productivity. 

The identity of the MoF is to transform the economy and the public sector into a healthy and 

resistant one that can compete on an international scene with other economies. The mission of 
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the MoF is to “give the Government the best possible foundation to carry out a healthy eco-

nomic policy, that strengthens growth and productivity [and] ensures the effectiveness of the 

public sector” (MoF, 2019: 6). The MoF describes its role as  the one who “coordinate the 

economic policy, surveillance the Danish and international economy, prepare proposals for the 

appropriations act and coordinate the work with public innovation” (MoF, 2019: 6). The two 

quotes show how the MoF sees itself as the central coordinator for the economic policy in 

Denmark, that a good economy is created through a productive and innovative public sector 

and is dependent on the development of the international economy as well. 

This identity for the MoF is closely connected to how it has problematized public sector 

productivity, or the lack thereof, over 40 years. Early examples of problematization can be seen 

from the modernization program in 1983, where the MoF writes that the purpose of the program 

is to “renew and improve the public’s services (…) this must happen within the resource frames 

that we know today (…) We are dependent on sufficient quality, effectiveness and productivity 

in [the public sector] (MoF, 1983a: 1). 

The public sector is problematized as something that must be changed and improved through 

productivity and innovation to be able to survive and deliver the services that it is meant to. 

This problematization is very consistent from the MoF and is repeated continuously up until 

now. In the Budgetary Account from 1999 the MoF emphasizes several challenges to the future 

of the public sector, such as unfavorable demographic development, globalization, and in-

creased expectation from citizens for service quality to increase. As the solution to these chal-

lenges the MoF claims that “Effectiveness and tight spending priorities will be the central ele-

ments in the development and renewal of the public sector in the years to come” (MoF, 1999: 

9). The same problem and solution are also repeated in the new century and in the Budgetary 

Account of 2010, where the situation is described in the following way 

“The Public sector is facing a huge economic challenge both in the short and the long 

run, (…) It is therefore necessary to look at the public sector in a new way (…) A better 

usage of the existing resource is central – not just to be able to restore the public econ-

omy – but also to free up resources to a continuous development of the public sector.” 

(MoF, 2010: 7) 

The MoF continues to problematize the current way the public sector is functioning and there 

is always a danger or threat present that will destroy the future of the public sector. Productivity 

is presented as the only solution to ensure continuous growth for the Danish society. This is 
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summarized in the 2001 Budgetary Account where it says that “Productivity is the prerequisite 

for growth and prosperity” (MoF, 2001: 253). 

The problematization is identical through the 1980’s to the 2010’s and the rhetoric is drawn 

from an economic vocabulary, where constant increases in productivity, based on neoclassical 

assumptions, are the only solution to the problem. Problematization is a double movement of 

criticizing the status quo and presenting solutions through which certain actors become indis-

pensable. Since the MoF is the actor in the network that can enforce concrete reforms on public 

sector organizations, their solutions to the problematization are directly connected to their abil-

ity to reform it or pressure it into change and innovation. In the Budgetary Account of 2005, 

the MoF summarizes the reforms and economic tools it uses to increase public sector produc-

tivity. These are “Increased competition. Visibility of output and costs. Continuous budget 

pressure. Modernization of the public sector – effectivity strategies, goal and performance man-

agement, administrative cooperation, budget and accounting reform and digitalization.” (MoF, 

2005: 119). 

The role as an implementer with a set of tools is further emphasized by the fact that the MoF 

has a clear tendency to not refer to specific theories, academic institutions or specific academics 

when explaining its own analysis or activities. This shows that the MoF is concerned with the 

transformation of economic theories on productivity into concrete activities and that the MoF 

is attempting to include the economic theory it uses into the framing of productivity. It does so 

by presenting solutions with few references to the actual theory behind. This makes it harder 

to directly observe how the MoF incorporates economic theory into its activities, but it high-

lights the fact that the economic theory of productivity has become a macro actor, since it has 

become a self-evident part of the tools box used. There are some cases where the MoF directly 

shows its sources of inspiration for its activities. In the 2005 Budgetary Accounts the MoF 

(2005) mentions a British report on public sector productivity, The Atkinson Report (2005). 

This report played a large part in developing how public sector productivity should be meas-

ured and worked with on a macroeconomic level (Lee, 2008). In the same Budgetary Accounts, 

the MoF also shows how its understanding of cost productivity is directly connected to the 

concept of Total Factor Productivity (TFP), which is a cornerstone theory within productivity 

as will be shown in sector 5.2. 
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Another example of the MoF ‘s role as an implementer concerns the measuring of public sector 

productivity. The standard way to measure productivity is using the concept of TFP, which is 

reliant on the data created in the national accounts. The issue for the public sector is that the 

data in the national accounts about its output cannot be properly measured and calculated since 

it is not sold in a market at a price. This means that public sector productivity cannot be accu-

ratly measured and the MoF has generally been aligned with this notion. The guidelines for 

measuring and calculating output is both set by the OECD, in their 2001 manual, and the EU, 

in Eurostat's 2016 manual. The MoF is dependent on other actors in the network creating the 

proper theoretical standards and measurements that it can then translate into concrete policies. 

There have been attempts at the MoF trying to calculate public sector productivity itself. For 

example, in the 2001 Budgetary Accounts a pilot project attempts to calculate a general produc-

tivity measurement for the entire public sector, as shown in figure 2. However, the MoF 

acknowledges that the calculation is very uncertain and there are a lot of methodological chal-

lenges about the data quality in the national accounts that must be solved before a general 

measurement can be made (MoF, 2001: 257). Nevertheless, the results are used to visualize the 

development and adds to the problematization of the lack of productivity in the public sector. 

This inability to calculate a general productivity measurement has meant that the MoF must 

instead focus on the organizational level productivity and the tools used to achieve it, as men-

tioned above. This means that the MoF has mainly used microeconomic analysis of productiv-

ity, such as benchmarking and frontier calculations, in their own productivity analysis (MoF, 
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1999, 2000a, 2005) An underlying assumption is that the public sector does not exhibit efficient 

behavior by itself. This reflects the assumptions in older versions of the national accounts 

where public sector productivity was assumed only to be equal to the inputs used. These as-

sumptions are also present in much of the MoF’s work (MoF, 2005, 2015) showing how the 

MoF is unable to escape the economic theory of the macro actor of productivity. It also shows 

the dilemma the MoF faces in having to recognize the incalculability of public sector produc-

tivity in macroeconomic terms while at the same time pursuing it from a microeconomic per-

spective. 

5.1.2 OECD 

The OECD is an intergovernmental organization of developed nations whose purpose it is to 

promote sustainable economic growth and wants to promote this through the spread of specific 

practices and ideas based on economic theory. They describe themselves as providing an 

“unique forum and knowledge hub for data and analysis, exchange of experiences, best-prac-

tice sharing, and advice on public policies and international standard-setting” (OECD Homep-

age, n. d.). This identity of wanting to spread ideas and practices is supported by the Danish 

Committee on Power Inquiry, who concludes that the “OECD’s raison d'être is (…) to gather, 

adapt and disseminate ideas” (Marcussen, 2005: 83). Regarding productivity the OECD is of 

the opinion that “Productivity is the ultimate engine in the global economy” (OECD, 2015: 3). 

They want to make the economies and public sectors more productive through disseminating 

economic ideas to their member countries and having the ideas turned into concrete reforms 

and practices. 

Its main relationship to the other actors is to create standardized methods of measurements and 

calculative practices (OECD, 2001). It also critically engages Denmark, through the MoF, in 

reviewing current work on public administration and economic behavior in general and offer-

ing new suggestions on improvement. An example of how the OECD does this is its annual 

Economic Survey and specific publications such as the 2011 Value for Money Report (OECD, 

2011). Productivity is a key concept for the OECD to spread and is mentioned in the first eco-

nomic survey of Denmark in 1962 and productivity has been a recurring theme for many reports 

on Denmark since (OECD, 1962, 1988, 2000, 2009). 

Regarding its role as creator of standardized concepts of productivity and measurement the 

OECD has released several handbooks on these topics, the last major one in 2001 (OECD, 
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2001). The purpose of the handbook is to give the “theoretical foundations to productivity 

measurement, and discusses  implementation and measurement issues (OECD, 2001: 3). 

The OECD also maintains a set of databases that are used by both the MoF, Economic Council 

of Denmark and the PC in analysis of productivity across countries. This position in the net-

work means that the OECD has the role of a calculative center capable of creating the numerical 

foundation on how productivity is calculated in many instances. In effect making it a powerful 

actor in performing certain concepts of productivity based on neoclassical assumptions. 

Even though the OECD specifies problems of productivity measurement in the public sector, 

due to the difficulty of observing and defining market prices and output, they still propose 

several ways to promote public sector productivity. 

Due to the lack of output data in the national accounts the OECD recommends using tech-

niques, such as DEA calculation and the Malmquist index, because they do not require the 

neoclassical assumptions of traditional productivity analysis, and is accordingly more suitable 

for the public sector (OECD, 2001). The MoF uses the techniques and ideas from the OECD, 

like the Malmquist index, in their publication on benchmarking in the public sector (MoF, 

2000a). As Ejersbo & Greve (2014) writes on the modernization in the Danish public sector, 

the work of the MoF has an international dimension and “this dimension has been especially 

connected to the OECD” (248). The OECD is successful in disseminating its understanding of 

economic theory into the economy through allying itself with implementers, such as the MoF, 

and providing theoretical legitimacy to the concepts the MoF works with. 

5.1.3 The EU and Eurostat 

The EU is a supranational institution that, unlike the OECD, can impose legal, political, and 

economic decisions onto its members. The EU wants to be a stable political and economic 

union that can compete with other economic powers globally through a tight economic policy. 

In a 2014 report the chairmanship of the EU writes that 

“Europe is emerging from the worst financial and economic crisis in seven decades. 

The challenges of recent years forced national governments and EU institutions to take 

quick and extraordinary steps. They needed to stabilize their economies and to protect 

all that has been achieved through the gradual and at times painstaking process of Eu-

ropean integration.”  (Juncker, Tusk, Dijsselbloem, Draghi, & Schultz, 2014: 4) 
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One of the ways the EU works with achieving a more productive and strong economic union 

is through its monitoring and regulatory economic work, where the EU Budgetary Law is the 

most important piece. The Budgetary Law restricts the size of the EU members’ national deficit 

(3% of GDP) and debt (60% of GPD) and it is up to the national governments to ensure the 

targets are kept. The national governments report on the development annually to the EU which 

comments on the status and sanction countries that do not keep the targets (European Commis-

sion, n.d.). The European Budgetary Law has been implemented in Denmark by the MoF and 

further pressures the MoF in its mission to create a productive public sector, since there is now 

a supranational cap on the level of Denmark’s deficit and debt. 

The EU shares the OECD’s and MoF’s claim about productivity being the key driver of eco-

nomic growth and states that “Economic growth will ultimately depend on increasing produc-

tivity“ (The Council of The European Union, 2016: 1). 

Another aspect of the EU’s pressure to increase productivity is the establishment of national 

productivity councils dedicated to making economic analysis and policy suggestions to 

strengthen the EU’s collective productivity. Even though the recommendation is only manda-

tory for EMU members, Denmark still decided to establish a national productivity council and 

it was decided that the Presidency of the Danish Economic Council will fulfill this role from 

2016 and onwards. They have so far published three reports on the topic (The Economic 

Council of Denmark, 2017, 2019, 2020) and are participating in annual meetings with the other 

national productivity councils to share ideas and experiences. 

The EU, and its statistical department EuroStat, is also in charge of revising and updating the 

framework and definitions within the national accounts of the EU. As will be presented in the 

next section of the analysis national accounts play a crucial role in measuring productivity. For 

a long time public sector productivity has not been measured in practice, which in effect has 

meant that it has been assumed to be equal to the inputs used (Eurostat, 2013). The EU recog-

nizes that the public sector can be productive and led the work in making standards for defining 

output for different public sector areas (the individual service, such as education and health), 

while acknowledging that some areas cannot define measurable outputs in the national ac-

counts (the collective services, such as police and military). The EU is working towards finding 

proper measurements for the entire public sector, to allow for correct measurement of produc-

tivity. As the Commission states 
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“The way national accountants first approached the issue was to approximate output by 

the total costs incurred in the production of public goods and services. However, this 

approach effectively results in attributing zero productivity growth to the public sector. 

Subsequently, attempts therefore have been made to identify appropriate output indica-

tors for different areas of government activity.” (European Commission, 2008: 72) 

5.1.4 Statistics Denmark 

As the official statistical unit of Denmark, Statistics Denmark oversees the gathering, calculat-

ing, and validating of the underlying data for the outputs and inputs of the production function 

that is used to measure productivity. Their mission is to be “a central data – and knowledge 

generator that strengthens the understanding of societal conditions” (Statistics Denmark, n.d.). 

Statistics Denmark wants to be able to create as reliable data as possible to enhance the decision 

making of the MoF and the Danish Parliament. 

The role of data gatherer, calculator and validator means that Statistics Denmark is mentioned 

in also every report from other actors in Denmark and is responsible for adhering to the stand-

ards given by the EU and Eurostat. This also means that Statistics Denmark has been criticized 

for their numbers in productivity settings (PC, 2013b; The Economic Council of Denmark, 

2010). Even though other data sources have been used to calculate the TFP using the national 

accounts, the numbers from Statistics Denmark are normally used. The EU decided to move 

towards an output method for public sector production in 2002 (European Commission, 2002) 

and Statistics Denmark made the full implementation in 2014 (Statistics Denmark, 2016), and 

had continuously developed their calculations and modelling of the data along with the MoF 

(Statistics Denmark, 2016). 

Statistics Denmark is a relevant actor due to their role in delivering the data used for the mac-

roeconomic calculations of public sector productivity and is central in helping to define the 

database of the official calculations of the MoF on public sector productivity. At the same time 

it is often these official numbers that measurement experiments are made against, such as the 

PC did (PC, 2013b, 2013a). Statistics Denmark therefore plays a central part in defining the 

correct and valid numbers and integrate or reject new measurement methods. 

5.1.5 Productivity Commission 

The PC was a public expert committee established in 2012 with the purpose of analyzing the 

assumed productivity problem in Denmark and make recommendations on how to improve it. 
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Another main purpose of the PC was to gain new knowledge of productivity in the public sector 

and draw upon international knowledge from organizations such as the OECD and the EU 

(Ministry of Economics and Internal Affairs, 2012). The PC was tasked with suggesting poli-

cies and practices that will increase productivity regardless of its other consequences. As a 

member of the committee says 

“It was an academic committee, so we were not to consider political tradeoffs (…) our 

concern was productivity and we were put into the world to say something about how to 

increase productivity” (Former Permanent Secretary, MoER and PC member) 

The Committee produces several analysis of productivity in the public sector, such as how to 

measure and calculate it (PC, 2013a), incentives and management in public organizations 

(Andersen, 2012), the role of politicians and public servants in promoting productivity 

(Christensen, 2013) and a new measurement of the productivity level in the Danish municipals 

(Wittrup & Houlberg, 2013). These analysis, and the final report on public sector productivity 

(PC, 2013c), presents a clear and unified problematization of the current state of productivity 

in Denmark and the analyses, recommendation and calculations became a common reference 

point for discussions on productivity (Christensen, 2018; The Economic Council of Denmark, 

2017). 

For this project it is relevant that one of the members of the PC became Permanent Secretary 

of the MoER and transported the ideas from the PC into the Ministry (Interview with Former 

Permanent Secretary). The MoF’s work with the educational area was also strongly influenced 

by the work of the PC (Interview with MoF representative). Much of the initiatives from the 

PC on the sector of higher education has been further developed in other commissions and 

reports like the Commission of Quality and Relevance for the Further Educations (2014) and 

the Committee on Better University Educations (MoER, 2017). 

5.1.6 Economic Council of Denmark 

The Economic Council of Denmark is an independent public organization providing economic 

analysis about the Danish economy. The Council wants to ensure that Denmark conducts a 

responsible economic policy and oversees the monitoring and suggesting how to improve 

productivity. The Council is also an arena for new economic analysis and The Council’s pres-

idency (special appointed academic economists) prepare two reports per year to the Council’s 

other members, which includes representatives from ministries (including the MoF), employer 

organizations, unions and other key stakeholder from the Danish society. 
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The Economic Council’s main relations to other actors is the fact that it is a highly regarded 

economic actor consisting of both esteemed academics, the MoF and representatives from the 

employees and unions. This means that it can help propose new economic methods and theo-

retical perspectives on productivity. These activities are strengthened with its role as the official 

productivity council of Denmark and its role as economic watchdog to the MoF. In its 2019 

productivity report the Council does experiments on how to best investigate the quality of the 

output produced by the public sector by using PISA (OECD’s test of the level of school stu-

dents academic ability) scores to analyze and judge whether the productivity in the public ele-

mentary schools in Denmark has risen (The Economic Council of Denmark, 2019). The anal-

ysis was done because according to the council the 

“Production measurements in the National Accounts are less suitable for the calcula-

tion of productivity (…) The chapter suggests a new productivity measurement for the 

elementary school which takes into account certain changes in quality, which is one of 

the central challenges in relation to calculating public sector productivity” (The 

Economic Council of Denmark, 2019: 43) 

 

This is an example of how the Council uses new calculations to create a new measurement of 

the public sector’s productivity according to the theories and is an example of how the theory 

is actualized using devices. Productivity in the simple theory must be supported and enacted 

by a large number of actors, numbers and calculations to become successful. The role of 

productivity theory is to provide the over frame for how public sector productivity must be 

understood and to engage as many organizations in this. There is an ongoing process among 

the actors involved to innovate on how to perform the public sector according to economic 

theory. 

5.1.7 Construction of the macro actor of productivity 

The mapping of the different actors related to how productivity is conceptualized, analyzed 

and practiced in the Danish public sector reveals the interconnectedness in the common set of 

economic theories, assumptions, and measurements used in the network. The actors have dif-

ferent identities and wants in relation to the economic theory of productivity, but this is all 

contributing to creating a macro actor that is the economic theory of productivity. As figure 3 

illustrates the economic theory of productivity becomes a macro actor since it can fulfill the 
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needs of the other actors in the network by providing them with the necessary concepts, tech-

niques, and practices. 

The individual actors all contribute with their own wishes, competences and abilities which are 

mutually reliant on the other actors. The MoF, for example, needs proper statistics and data 

from Statistics Denmark and the OECD to accurately measure public sector productivity, so 

that it can live up to the Budgetary Law of the EU and create a strong Danish economy. In the 

same way the PC is reliant on the data of the other actors but also of using internationally 

accepted models and theories to make their suggestions and the MoF must implement them. 

As ANT stresses, there is no inherent difference between micro and macro actors. The analysis 

does not assume that the theory of productivity is more powerful than other actors by nature or 

simply being a discursive frame created by some unknown power or overall paradigm. Instead 

the analysis shows how the theory of productivity is transformed into a macro actor. It speaks 

on behalf of the other actors by providing the vocabulary they use and moves around in the 

network and is brought into public organizations through reforms and supported by a large 

array of technical devices such as national statistics, national accounts, accounting systems, 

reports and manuals. 
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5.1.8 Sub conclusion for Economics and Productivity 

The analysis concludes that the current policies and reforms done by the MoF cannot be un-

derstood properly without understanding the MoF as part of a network, that together with other 

actors constructs a macro actor in the form of the economic theory of productivity. The macro 

actor is constructed by fulfilling the individual wishes of the different actors in the network and 

becomes able to speak on behalf of the actors by providing the theories, techniques, and tools. 

The actors’ behavior is constituted and restricted by these. The actors all rely on each other as 

well and each brings their own competences and abilities to the network, such as the MoF being 

able to implement reforms, the OECD to provide standards and new ideas and the PC by con-

tinuing the problematization and exploring new ideas. Several devices, such as national ac-

count, report and accounting systems, are used by the different actors in their own activities 

and in creating the macro actor. 

5.2 Conceptualizing and measuring economic productivity 

The following analysis is done as a literature study on productivity and public sector produc-

tivity. The literature was found using search pages such as Business Sorure Complete and 

Google Scholar and through the literature referred to in the documents studied in the section 

before. This will be the basis for understanding how productivity can be performative by pre-

senting the basic ideas and techniques formulated in the economic literature with a special 

focus on the content and role of the theory. 

5.2.1 Economic concepts of productivity 

The concept of productivity spans across multiple subfields within economics, such as macro-

economics, industrial organization, labor economics and trade studies (Syverson, 2011). De-

spite being calculated and measured by many different methods and studies within economics, 

productivity is simply “how much output is obtained from a given set of inputs” (Syverson, 

2011: 329). This basic concept can be expressed in a production function 

“Yt = AtF(Kt, Lt, Mt), 

where Yt is output, F(·) is a function of observable inputs capital Kt, labor Lt, and inter-

mediate materials Mt, and At is the factor-neutral shifter. In this type of formulation, 

TFP is At. It captures variations in output not explained by shifts in the observable in-

puts that act through F(·).” (Syverson, 2011: 330) 
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This means that a rise in output can happen by an increase in either of the input factors, or 

through an increase in efficiency of the inputs, meaning a rise in TFP. 

This conceptualization of productivity can be traced back to Robert Solow who in 1957 pro-

posed to understand productivity from the basis of a production function (Solow, 1957; Hulten, 

2001). Solow’s contribution to productivity came from his work on developing a neoclassical 

growth model (Solow, 2007) and went beyond the more data driven work being done before 

and “developed an elegant growth model that provide a consistent and formalized conceptual 

framework” (Bakker, 2018: 406). Solow’s model is based on more general neoclassical as-

sumptions of economic behavior like the existence of perfect competition, profit/utility max-

imizing agents, self-adjusting markets and marginal productivity theory of distribution (Balk, 

2008; Hulten, 2001). Some of these assumptions have been relaxed or replaced in newer TFP 

models and theories but the basic production function its understanding of what productivity is 

still prevalent (Hulten, 2001). In this sense Solow’s theory is part of economizing productivity 

by constructing it into an economic theory. 

This expression of productivity is connected to both the micro – and macroeconomic ap-

proaches but the focus in the two approaches are different. For microeconomic studies the focus 

is on how to best utilize the input factors within the organization, explain why firm level dif-

ferences in productivity exist and which external factors that influence firm productivity.  

(Syverson, 2011). Macroeconomic studies of productivity focus on the aggregation of the mi-

croeconomic firm level data, to investigate things such as output per labor input in a whole 

country, differences in productivity between countries and the contribution of productivity in 

economic growth (Grifell-tatjé, Lovell, & Sickles, 2018). Since productivity is closely tied with 

growth in countries, a further aim of the macroeconomic perspective is the decomposition of 

the growth into an increase of input factors or an increase in TFP (Hulten, 2001). 

5.2.2 Measuring productivity 

Even though the theoretical foundation of productivity is very simple, the measurement and 

the techniques to identify the drivers of productivity are more complex and is often estimated 

based on theoretical simplifications due to the sheer magnitude of data that would be needed 

to be analyzed (Hulten, 2001; Syverson, 2011). This means that proper measurements and as-

sumptions of both the input and output side of the production function is essential. For the 

output side the conceptual problem is that companies, and national economies even more so, 
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produce more than one output. The standard approach to tackle this problem has been “to use 

revenues (…) to measure outputs “ (Syverson, 2011: 330). 

This transformation of output into revenue, assumes a market transaction with a price, is one 

of the main challenges for using the theoretical work of productivity in the public sector, since 

functioning markets and prices rarely exist for the public output (Burkhead & Hennigan, 1978; 

Diewert, 2018; Dunleavy, 2017). 

Given the simplicity of the basic production function much of the work on productivity anal-

yses have been devoted to optimizing the measurement of the productivity (Grifell-tatjé et al., 

2018). The strong link between data, measurement and calculations and the simple production 

function shows that the socio-technical agencement is essential, because productivity theory 

cannot stand alone but must be enacted through relations to other actors. Productivity requires 

the existence of a clear output and measurable input factors, amount of work hours and a con-

crete usage of a machine, to be enacted and economists are constantly trying to innovate new 

concepts and means of measuring and calculating it. 

In terms of measuring productivity there are two overall approaches. The first is the main 

method of macroeconomic productivity, called growth accounting, where data from the na-

tional accountings are used to construct indices for input and output estimates (Hulten, 2001). 

This method is also called the calculative or empirical approach to productivity (Grifell-tatjé 

et al., 2018). The other one is a frontier analysis where a theoretical production frontier is cre-

ated and the relative distance between the optimal production frontier and actual placement of 

a given organization are compared, using techniques such as Data-Envelopment Analysis 

(DEA) (ibid). 
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Figure 4 is an example calculating growth accounting to decompose the role of the different 

input factors and TFP in different Danish business sectors from The Economic Council of Den-

mark. 

In the figure the growth accounts are made to calculate the hourly productivity (“timeproduk-

tiviteten”), which is the value-added pr. hour of work and is a common calculation method for 

productivity studies. The hourly productivity is then decomposed to calculate the effect of the 

different input factors (labor and capital) on the annual increase in the hourly productivity. The 

figures shows that productivity growth is decreasing and that both the effect of the quality of 

labor (the level of education or “Uddannelsesniveau”), the capital intensity (both IT and other 

type of capital intensity or “kapitalintensitet”) and the TFP has fallen since the 1960s. 

The DEA method has been used by the MoF several times (MoF, 1999, 2000a) and below is 

an example of the result of a benchmarking analysis using the DEA method on the Danish 

Police in 1999. 

Figure 5 shows an extract of the Police districts in 1999 and their score on the five main tasks 

of the districts: External police service (“udadvendt polititjeneste”), Customer Service 

(“Kundeservice), Investigation (“Efterforskning”), Work of Prosecutors (“Anklagevirksom-

hed”) and Management and Administration (“Ledelse og Administration”). 
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In the analysis each main task has been constructed using a set of underlying outputs. External 

police services are constructed using output data such as amount of time out patrolling, number 

of registered offenses and number of arrests. The input side has been assumed to be equal to 

the amount of full time equivalent police staff in each district (MoF, 1999: 139). The results of 

the benchmark give each district a score between 0 and 1 which indicates their relative produc-

tivity compared to each other. This means that the most productive districts will be given a 

score of 1 and a district with a score of 0,70 has a productivity that is 30% lower. The DEA 

method uses accounting data to precisely measure output and input factors and connect the two. 

In the case of the benchmark analysis of the Police the analysis was based on a new accounting 

system called POL-PLAN, which registers the time used on the different output targets. This 

means that DEA methods relies on accurate accounting data, and an analysis of the productivity 

of the Danish municipalities conducted in relation to the PC emphasizes this by stating that 

“some [output] targets have a low measurement validity among other things due to dif-

ferences in registrations practices [in the accounting systems]” and this means that for 

municipalities it is only in a limited way possible benchmarking oneself with other mu-

nicipalities in relation to how good the effect their effort has.” (Wittrup & Houlberg, 

2013: 21) 

The quotes from the report emphasizes that a common registration frame is an important aspect 

of calculating productivity using methods such as the DEA and differences in registration can 

limit the actual possibility to conduct benchmarking. 

5.2.3 Public sector productivity 

Public sector productivity poses a special challenge for the economic theory of productivity 

because it does not produce concrete outputs that can be transformed into a common metric in 

form of market prices and value (Boyle, 2008). Even Solow (1957) acknowledged the difficulty 

of properly assessing public sector output and only includes private sector activities since it “is 

an advantage (…) because it skirts the problem of measuring government output” (314). As 

mentioned above this problem of properly identifying public sector output is a main challenge 

of using productivity theory in the sector (Diewert, 2018; Dunleavy, 2017). For many years it 

was therefore assumed that for the public sector output was equal to input. This means that the 

public sector, theoretically, could be not productive, since it did not transform the output to 

more than the sum of the input (Boyle, 2008; Dunleavy, 2017). This meant that that public 

sector input was thought to be an appropriate measurement of productivity (Dunleavy, 2017) 
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and the input-methods was for a long time used in the national accounts in Denmark, and in-

ternationally, to measure public sector productivity (Statistics Denmark, 2013). 

Recent development in measuring public sector productivity has tried to move closer to an 

output-based model of measuring it. There has been a collective movement towards the output 

method. The European Commission decided in 2002 that members should aim at producing 

standardized output measurements for the public sector (European Commission, 2002). Con-

cerning the actual implementation of these recommendations, Dunleavy (2017) and Boyle 

(2008) emphasize the role of the Atkinson report (2005) in pushing towards the output-method. 

The report analyzed the experience from the work on productivity in the UK public sector and 

strongly advised moving towards output-methods of productivity in the national accountants 

and aiming at adjusting these for quality improvement as in the private sector. In Denmark the 

national statistics office has been working for a long time on implementing the output-method, 

which was completed in 2014 (Statistics Denmark, 2016). Denmark now adheres to the recom-

mendations of the EU and OECD on measuring public sector productivity in the national ac-

counts. 

5.2.4 Sub conclusion for Conceptualizing and measuring economic productivity 

In economic theory productivity is about the amount of output created by a given amount of 

input and can be expressed in a simple production function. Much work has been done under-

standing what drives productivity increases. Due to the simple core of the theory a lot of work 

is concerned with how productivity is measured. Productivity measurements can happen on a 

macroeconomic level through the national accounts using growth accounting, or on a microe-

conomic level using accounting data and benchmarking analysis such as the DEA method. The 

theoretical basis of productivity assumes a market and economic actors and there are a set of 

conceptual challenges when transferring the concept to the public sector. This especially con-

cerns defining and valuing the output in the public sector and how best to measure it. 

5.3 Translation of productivity into the Danish public sector 

Having shown the theoretical background and the relevant actors in the network around public 

sector productivity, the analysis will now go into the historical process of how public sector 

productivity is performed in the Danish public sector. As mentioned above the MoF is the most 

central actor in the reform processes and therefore the analysis will mainly focus on data from 

the MoF and the concepts and methods they use. The choice of periodization somewhat follows 

the different governments of the periods but are also chosen to provide a general overview of 
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the development, or lack thereof, on how public sector productivity is performed. The analysis 

will look at the role of theory in relation to the MoF’s translation of productivity into the public 

sector and will rely upon the conclusions from the two other parts of the analysis to understand 

this translation. 

5.3.1 The 1980s 

The Danish focus on productivity can be seen in relation to the 1983 Modernization program, 

which introduced a new direction for the Danish public sector with an increased focus on 

productivity, demands of citizens and inspiration from the private sector (Ejersbo & Greve, 

2014). During the same reform process new budget and accounting standards are introduced 

for the public sector to control costs and increase productivity (Ejersbo & Greve, 2014; Law 

on the State's Accounting Systems, 1984). Both the general productivity cutbacks and the 

change in budget and accounting standards comes from a 1983 MoF report, that recommended 

the general productivity cut backs and stated that each ministry and public institution should 

calculate “standard numbers / unit costs” (MoF, 1983b: 149 in (Skærbæk et al., 2019: 11). In 

1982 a new collective management accounting system for the entire state is fully implemented 

and the new IT-system plays a central part in transferring productivity into the purpose and 

working of public sector institutions (Mouritsen & Bekke, 1997). 

The general productivity cut backs are one of the first big initiatives from the modernization 

program in terms of public sector productivity (Warburg, 1992). This general approach was 

based on overall estimation of productivity for a four-year period based on numbers from all 

public institutions and then define a productivity level which would usually be somewhere 

between 2 and 3%. As a MoF representatives writes, the basic assumption behind the approach 

was that “contrary to the private competition sector it takes active political decision processes 

to ensure that [productivity] gains are adequate“ (Warburg, 1992: 97). This reflects the assump-

tion that the productivity in the public sector is equal to its input and that the only way to 

increase productivity is to cut back on the costs of the input factors. 

5.3.2 The 1990s 

In the 1990’s the focus changed to how management accounting could assist in achieving 

productivity. This happens with the introduction of company annual reports (Virksom-

hedsregnskaber). One of the main purposes is to calculate unit costs for the output of public 

sector organizations (Skærbæk, 1999). The concept was clearly inspired by the practice in pri-

vate sector companies, and how they become productive (MoF, 2000b). The goal is to clearly 
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define and construct the output side of the production function and then calculate a unit cost 

for all the input needed to produce a single output. The annual reports are introduced on a trial 

basis in 1995 and are spread into most of the public sector organizations by the late 1990’s. 

A main function of the annual reports is to further define the outputs of the public organizations 

to include “calculation of productivity or expenditures per produced unit for each of the activ-

ities (MoF, 1995: 38 –from Skærbæk (1999:35). This is a movement away from the overall 

productivity cuts of the 1980’s towards a more organizational based calculation of productivity. 

The goal is to achieve transparency and comparability through accounting systems and tech-

nologies to create the data structure needed to support and perform the notion of productivity. 

There is also an increased focus on more organization or sector level productivity analysis, 

using the DEA technique, through benchmarking with the numbers from the annual reports 

(Warburg, 1992; MoF, 1999). In an update on the law of the accounts of public institutions it 

is also specified that the internal accounts must “establish the foundation of illustrating the 

relationship between performance of the productions factors and the amount of produced units 

(productivity)“ (Announcement on the State’s Accounting Systems, paragraph 7). This shows 

a clear wish from the side of the MoF to construct a public sector where productivity can be 

calculated, since the national accounts are not able to do it. The specific wording in the quote 

above is also a clear reflection of the economic understanding of the production function, show-

ing the connection between economics and the accounting systems of the state. 

However, the annual reports are criticized for trying to transform public institutions into private 

companies and to use accounting numbers in an unreflective way, resulting in uncertainty about 

both specification of output and costs (Skærbæk, 1999). In a further critique it is also claimed 

that the theoretical ideas behind the annual report is in direct contradiction with management 

accounting literature (Skærbæk, 2004). The MoF and the Agency of Public Finance and Man-

agement does however not agree with this critique and strongly defended their own work and 

methods. The MoF presents a reflection upon the uncertainty and reservation in using the an-

nual reports and the calculation of productivity. However, they still proceed to implement the 

reports in more and more organizations and eventually recommends moving towards complete 

accrual accounting and having annual reports for all public organizations. Apart from bench-

marking and DEA analyses, tools such as increase competition through taximeter funding, in-

creased contracting out and contract and performance management systems are introduced in 

the pursuit of public sector productivity (Ejersbo & Greve, 2014). 
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5.3.3 The 2000s and 2010s 

In the modernization program from 2002 the Government decides to move towards a system 

of accrual accounting in the public sector ”to show what it cost to produce services and to 

increase the comparability between public and private suppliers.” And “to create a better foun-

dation for effectivity and prioritization” (MoF, 2002: 25). 

This is further elaborated in a Committee report on accrual accounting from 2003, where it was 

stressed that the new system would build upon the experiences of the company annual reports 

but that accrual accounting would create even better accounting data for comparison, efficiency 

and transparency (MoF, 2003). The 2003 report highlights accrual accounting to gain even 

better knowledge of the production costs of public services. This is due to its ability to incor-

porate capital factors and an increased focus on allocation of cost to the purpose of internal and 

external reporting. This is repeated in the Budgetary Guidelines for the public institutions 

where the reform will “give institutions a better foundation to facilitate effectiveness through 

visibility, transparency and costs-conscious behavior. The costs reform renders visible what it 

actually costs to produce the given fixed tasks “ (MoF, 2006: 11). 

The MoF is well aware of the problems regarding valuing the public sector production in the 

national accounts due to the lack of a market for these products and services, and admits that 

from a macroeconomic perspective it is still not possible to measure and calculate productivity 

(MoF, 2005). This is a problem according to the MoF since productivity is the only way to 

increase the wealth of society and for the MoF there is a “fundamental need to be able to doc-

ument how productivity in the public sector develops” (MoF, 2005: 22). Due to the national 

accounts at the time a final calculation of productivity for the entire public sector is not possible 

and neither are international comparisons with other countries are not possible. 

The tools to achieve public sector productivity are very similar to the ones used in the 1980s 

and 1990s (Ejersbo & Greve, 2014; MoF, 2005). Despite the usage of these tools in the specific 

public organizations, on the macroeconomic level productivity is still assumed to be zero in 

the economic models (MoF, 2015). This means that the MoF operated with macroeconomic 

models assuming no productivity while at the same time pursuing lower costs on the organiza-

tional level, showing that the MoF managed to use both macro – and microeconomic theories 

and concepts to pursue productivity at the same time. The two perspective are linked for the 

MoF, because the lack of the general productivity measurement leads to an even stronger focus 

on the costs of public goods and services 
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“There is a fundamental need to be able to document how the productivity in the public 

sector develops (…) The lack of calculation on production and productivity in the public 

sector is properly a contributory cause to the discussion on the service level at a given 

area [in the public sector] is often reduced to a discussion of the level of expenditures” 

(MoF, 2005: 20-21) 

Since 2010 the MoF has stopped publishing its Budgetary Accounts making it harder to gain 

an insight into their technical and methodological approaches. In the 2010 Budgetary Account 

the methods are more or less identical to former studies. A benchmark analysis is conducted 

for the municipalities’ administration and productivity measurements is calculated for the 

health care sector using taximeter funding numbers. Likewise the tools the MoF plans on using 

in reform are digitalization, economy of scale advantages, less bureaucracy, more competition 

and increased freedom in pay structure to reward behavior (MoF, 2010), which all have been 

included in earlier reforms (Ejersbo & Greve, 2014). 

5.3.4 Sub Conclusion for Productivity in the Danish public sector 

Productivity has been a central goal with public reforms since 1983. The reforming has been 

done within a frame of public sector productivity where it must be achieved through organiza-

tional specific activities and reform. Part of the frame is that the public sector cannot be pro-

ductive by itself and therefore needs the external force of the MoF to ensure that productivity 

gains are obtained. The MoF clearly uses the theories of productivity in designing and imple-

menting the tools for public institutions, such as new accounting and performance management 

systems and benchmarking of unit costs. The translation of the theory into the public sector is 

mainly done via accounting devices, stressing the central role of accounting in performing the-

ory. However, the framing requires constant investments into material devices, such as com-

pany annual reports or accrual accounting, to be upheld and reinforced. 

 

6 Translating economic ideas of productivity into the Danish univer-

sity sector 

The performative effect of productivity in the introduction of the CCA will be analyzed through 

Callon’s (1986) four moments of translation (Problematization, Interrestment, Enrollment, Mo-

bilization) to understand the role of economics in the case. The performance of productivity 
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will be analyzed during each of the four moments and the connection between the performative 

effect and the power struggle in the translations process will be explored. 

6.1 Problematization 

The purpose of this section is to investigate where the theory of productivity influences the 

purpose and design of the accounting and management system for universities. The analysis 

will start by analyzing the problematization that happened from 2003 and onwards and how 

this process is necessary for the introduction of the CCA. This will be done by investigating 

what is problematized, which devices and alliances are used to do so, the identities delegated 

in the process and what the Obligatory Passage Point is. 

6.1.1 2003 -2009 

In 2003 the universities are transformed from being individual parts of the central government 

to be “self-owning” public institutions with a self-governing board that hire a top management 

instead of the rector being elected by students and staff (Pedersen, 2020). This reform is seen 

as the start of a transformation of the Danish universities from classical public institutions to 

professional organizations with focus on serving the students as costumers, introducing profes-

sional management and performance management (Pedersen, 2020). This transformation is 

only possible with the introduction of devices, such as accrual accounting and activity-based 

funding, which will help hold the university into their new identity as professional and eco-

nomic actors that can manage and be managed (Ejersbo, Greve, Pihl-Thingvad, 2019; Wright, 

2012; Wright & Ørberg, 2018). However, the transformation into self-owning organizations, 

the introduction of accrual accounting and the activity-based funding systems do not end all 

problematization of the lack of productivity of the universities. 

6.1.2 2009 to 2012 

In 2009 the MoF releases a report after receiving critique from the National Audit Office (2003) 

on the lack of a common definition of what self-owning educational institutions are, how their 

financial situation was managed and the non-satisfying supervision from the relevant ministry. 

The report (MoF, 2009), introduces an overall management framework for managing the self-

owning institutions where institutions can be managed through their input, their internal organ-

ization and their output. The management model is inspired by productivity and talks about  

the “use and management of “production factors” in the form of personnel and buildings” 

(MoF, 2009: 16). 
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The report problematizes the overall management of self-owning institutions. This problemati-

zation is further justified by the lack of insight the State and the MoF currently has on the 

resource usage of the individual institutions and the output they deliver for the resources. As 

the MoF states 

“the State finances the vast majority of the institutions’ activities and therefore has a 

legitimate need to be able to follow up on whether the appropriation usage has lived up 

to the political requested quality and if it has happened with sufficient effectiviness. (…) 

the State does not have the possibility to continuously conduct such a control by intro-

ducing systematic benchmarks of the institutions performance.” (MoF, 2009: 34) 

The problematization of the MoF is expanded to include the lack of transparency into the 

productivity of the universities. The move to an output focused management of the universities 

depends upon the quality and usage of the State’s accounting regulation. This in turn requires 

a standardized registration of the resources used and to ensure proper output the State must 

regulate the internal accounting of the universities. As the MoF states, the use of better output 

data 

“involves a usage of the State’s charts of accountings which – supplemented with the 

local CCA and underlying dimensions – will be able to ensure the possibility to conduct 

benchmarks of the institutions’ accounting results. This furthermore involves that the 

institutions, as a basis, use Navision State [the accounting systems of the central gov-

ernment] as their local accounting system.” (MoF, 2009: 35) 

The reforms in the former period have not transformed the universities into professional organ-

izations and must be supplemented by reforms of the internal accounting. The solution is using 

the State’s charts of accounts and in the longer run implement the State’s accounting systems. 

The solution and problematization presented by the MoF are strongly inspired by productivity, 

with the focus on calculating the costs of outputs and the possibility to compare the costs of 

products. 

The problematization of the lack of transparency and professionalism is repeated in a report 

from McKinsey & Co. from 2009, which is conducted as part of the decision basis for granting 

more funds to the university sector. The purpose is to make an analysis of the actual costs 

associated with the different tasks of the university (research and education). This is done 

through using accounting data from a variety of different organizational units within the 
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university sector, from department to faculty to an entire university. McKinsey & Co (2009) 

must make several calculations and allocations of the accounting numbers from the universities 

and it is emphasized that there is a need for standardized accounting registration to allow the 

calculation of proper unit costs. It aids the problematization by moving the critique from the 

more abstract manner of the MoF (2009) report into the realm of the universities’ economies. 

The report provides calculations on the universities inability to behave efficiently and makes 

this problem visible through the universities own accounting numbers, which even an external 

expert has a hard time transforming into unit costs. The report is ordered and paid for by the 

MoF and MoER and is used to add more allies to the problematization of the universities ac-

counting. The MoF has, as it does with later consultancy reports as well, a central role in initi-

ating and following up on results of the reports. The identity of the MoER is therefore harder 

to describe since it for the most parts must agree with the MoF in the problematization. This 

shows the power of the MoF in the central government compared to the other ministries. 

The dispute over different calculations of the universities’ costs with different purposes is fur-

ther escalated when it became evident to the MoER that the universities reporting on their 

administration costs are different from the calculations in the Mckinsey & Co. (2009) report 

(Agency of University and Building, 2010). Another consultancy report is made with the pur-

pose of recalculating the proportion of administrative costs at the universities 

(PriceWaterhouseCoopers, 2011). The PwC report repeats the problematization of the univer-

sities’ accounting practices and emphasizes the need to have a CCA to enable standardized 

calculation of outputs for the purposes of the university. The report concludes that the “charts 

of accounts for the universities are today not built up to generate a statement of expenditure by 

category and the universities use different charts of accounts.” (PriceWaterhouseCoopers, 

2011: 4). The report not only aids the MoF in the problematization of the universities’ account-

ing but also proposes the same solution to the problem as the MoF; the introduction of a CCA 

to ensure standardization and professionalization. 

The outcome of the continuous problematization of the lack of professionalism in the account-

ing practices and management is that the universities are mandated to construct a statement of 

their expenditures by category as part of their annual reports (MoER, 2012). This is introduced 

instead of a CCA and acts as an extra technical measure to create the correct form of output 

and transform the universities closer to the idealized firm that follows the economical produc-

tion function. The universities successfully manage to reject the framing attempt by the MoF 

by making a compromise with the guidelines and statement of expenditure by category. 
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However, the guidelines are a fragile device for the universities, and as the next part will show 

they become part of the continuous problematization and are used as material proof that unit 

cost calculations require the CCA and standardization of bookkeeping. 

6.1.3 2012-2016 

The introduction of the new statement of expenditures by category does not stop the problem-

atization and new actors enter the process. In 2012 the National Audit Office makes a report 

investigating whether an increase in the activity-based funding for several universities educa-

tions has resulted in more classes or higher quality of teaching. One of the main points of 

criticism in the report was the lack of overview the universities had about their internal opera-

tions and “only one university (…) and two faculties (…) had knowledge of the costs of the 

educations “ (National Audit Office, 2012: 30). The conclusion from the National Audit Office 

is that “In general the universities manage neither statistically nor financially towards ensuring 

the students a minimum of research-based teaching” (ibid: 2). The problematization is now 

extended to the internal operations of the universities in that they do not know the costs of the 

internal production and therefore they cannot know the costs of their output either. The Public 

Accounts Committee repeats the critique in 2013 and in a response the Minister of Higher 

Education states 

“I would like to make clear that I expect the universities to have a focus on optimizing 

the internal financial management including the costs of research and education. (...) I 

have made it a requirement that the universities change to a common chart of accounts 

and in the long term to the accounting system Navision State. This is expected to pro-

vide more transparency in the activities of the universities.” (Lidegaard, 2013: 2-3 ) 

As before the CCA and Navision State are brought up as solutions to the lack of management 

at the universities. At the same time, the link between the internal financial management and 

productivity, in the form of continuous cost reduction is established, making the CCA a neces-

sary part of the socio-technical agencement needed for productivity to be successful. As the 

analysis on productivity in the public sector showed this link was established on the more gen-

eral level by the MoF and accounting numbers become essential in calculating productivity. 

However, the introduction of the CCA is delayed due to organizational changes in the MoER 

and other priorities in 2013 (Agency of Universities and Internationalisation, 2014) and in 2014 

it is once again postponed due to an “ongoing consultancy work” (Agency for Higher 

Education, 2015: 14). 
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The new consultancy report by Deloitte, presented in November 2015, is part of the process of 

establishing a new activity-based funding system for the universities. The issue is that the ac-

tual costs of educating students are not known and claims of universities being underfunded 

are constantly being made. This reveals a need to better understand the actual costs of produc-

ing students at universities for designing a relevant funding structure and funding and produc-

tivity become connected by the Deloitte (2015) report. Like McKinsey & Co., Deloitte also 

problematizes how difficult it is to gain an accurate picture of the actual costs connected to 

individual educations and that different accounting practices are a big reason for this. The re-

port becomes yet another problematization device and productivity now becomes connected to 

the funding of universities as well, adding more force to the critique. After the report is pub-

lished the MoER releases a statement concluding that the 

“Results [of the Deloitte report] shows that it is very difficult to compare costs for 

higher education across the institutions and educations (…) the Ministry of Education 

and Research will therefore initiate a dialogue with the educational institutions about 

the establishment of common accounting practices and common charts of accounts so 

that in the future it will be more transparent how the State’s grants for education are 

being used” (MoER, 2015) 

This time the problematization results in the establishment of a committee in 2015 that must 

suggest how to best design and implement a CCA. The committee is a sign of the universities 

ability to reject the CCA is weakening, and that they can no longer reject it by making a com-

promise, since the 2012 statements of expenditures by categories does not allow to calculate 

the unit costs the MoF wants. The decision to introduce the new CCA comes directly from the 

Government’s Economic Coordination Committee (Agency for Higher Education, 2016: 30), 

where the overall economic policy of Denmark is decided and where the MoF and Prime Min-

ister’s Office are born members.  Here the former calculations and guidelines change from 

supporting the universities in rejecting a CCA to being used to make it clear that a CCA is 

essential in making the universities productive. The committee starts their work in late 2015 

but in the summer of 2016 the work stops after massive resistance from the universities about 

the purpose and design of the CCA. The former Permanent Secretary of the MoER describes 

that decision to stop the process happened due to the rigid design of the CCA and the univer-

sities’ adamant resistance to it. 
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“Bottom line was that it became evident that the work until then had been based on a 

framework that led to a model that simply was not appropriate.  We had some pretty big 

discussions about it, also with the Agency of Modernization. The universities were very 

clear in their statement that the result was extremely inappropriate. And when I got a 

grip on the matter, I concluded that the universities were right.” (Former Permanent 

Secretary, MoER) 

That the committee stops its work due to the universities’ resistance indicates that they still 

have the strength to stop the process before the CCA materialize but that the committee is even 

made and works for over six months shows that their position is weakening. 

6.1.4 2017 up till present 

In late 2017 the project is revived by the MoER and the MoF and the universities are contacted 

about contributing to the process once again. The purpose is the same as in 2016, to introduce 

a CCA and calculate unit costs. The process reaches a conclusion in 2018 when the committee 

publishes a report on the introduction of a CCA for the universities and the final decision is 

that the universities will convert to the CCA in several rounds from 2019 to 2021. One univer-

sity and one school of applied sciences are selected as pilot projects for the implementation. 

Based on the results from the implementation, and a continuous dialogue with the educational 

institutions, the precise specifications of the CCA will be finalized in 2020 and 2021. The final 

draft for the CCA is based on the work from 2016 and the Deloitte (2015) report but it is less 

strict in defining how identical the bookkeeping must be, as the next section will show. The 

other moments of translation will go further in depth with the current process of how the CCA 

is going to be implemented and the performation of productivity. 
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6.1.5 Sub conclusion for Problematization 

The problematization of the universities accounting systems and practices and the inability to 

calculate unit costs has at least been happening since 2009 and is repeated in the process leading 

up to the establishment of a committee in 2016 and in 2017. A series of problematization de-

vices, like ministerial and consultant reports, are used to create the critique of the lack of 

productivity measurement and benchmarking possibility of the universities. The MoF has a 

central role in the construction and distribution of the problematization devices but despite this, 

two attempts at introducing a CCA fails mainly due to the resistance of the universities. The 

resistance from the universities is enough to stop the process in 2012 and 2016 but not in 

2017/18 where there is a clear signal that a delay will not be accepted. The universities manage 

to make the CCA less rigid and demanding in its technical elements. The historical process 

also shows the persistent role of productivity in problematizing the universities’ ability to 

achieve efficiency and present the CCA as a solution to make the universities productive, as 

shown in figure 7. 
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6.2 Interrestment 

The following section will analyze the interrestment devices used to fixate the actors in their 

identities from figure 7. At the same time, I analyze the performative effect of productivity on 

the design of the CCA and the guidelines to the bookkeeping entries. 

6.2.1 Interrestment devices and productivity 

The purpose of a charts of accounts allows organizations to connect their activities and costs 

in the accounting system which provides better management of the organization (Andersen & 

Rohde, 2007). The CCA and the bookkeeping guidelines are both interrestment devices that 

are created and used to impose the identities of actors in figure 7. 

The purpose of the CCA is to present a standardized way in which universities must structure 

and register their costs to ensure that 

“a comparable foundation to calculate, amongst other, unit costs in the sector regard-

ing: Educational costs per student (for example a law student). Cost for research areas 

or research projects. General joint costs and costs for buildings.” (MoER, 2018a: 1) 
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That the purpose of the CCA is to increase the productivity of the universities is shared by 

many of the actors involved. The former Permanent Secretary of the MoER says that the CCA 

was an “important foundation for being able to improve the resource usage and thereby produc-

tivity”. As a university director expresses it, the universities has “a clear feeling that the Min-

istry of Finance would like to be able to benchmark across the sector and what is behind it [the 

CCA]” and that “what’s behind it, is probably, since it is the MoF, a wish to save money” 

(University Director, University A). The MoF is also in agreement with a main purpose of the 

CCA is productivity. As the MoF representative says 

“If you don’t know why you have different costs, if you don’t even know if you have dif-

ferent costs, then it is very hard to become more productive (…) It is definitely a mission 

that you would be able to get more education for your money” (MoF representative) 

 As the quotes from the different actors show, productivity is a main purpose of the CCA, and 

it serves to hold all actors into place in their new identities. It allows the MoF to benchmark 

and compare costs, for the MoER to prove they can implement the reform and gain new meth-

ods of managing the universities and the universities will become more professional if they 

adopt the CCA.  This focus on defining the cost of the output is a result of the lack of prices 

for the products, meaning that since the output cannot be valued, the relevant measurement 

becomes the costs associated with the production. 

The way the CCA is meant to lock the identities of actors is through its design. The role of 

productivity also has a big influence on the actual design of the CCA. The concrete details of 

the CCA is further described in the bookkeeping guidelines but overall the CCA is supposed 

to do the following things: Firstly, registration of all operation items on four different dimen-

sions: specification (art), place, partial accounts (delregnskab) and seven different purposes. 

The seven purposes are 

• “Education 

• Research 

• Dissemination and knowledge sharing 

• Public sector consultancy 

• Boarding departments and dorms 

• General shared costs 
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• Buildings and operations of buildings“ (MoER, 2018b: 14) 

Secondly, there is to be an allocation of costs on the purpose dimensions to sub purpose. For 

the Education purpose the sub purposes include over 1110 educational programs, such as law 

or medicine, and 57 different sub purposes for research following the classification of Statistics 

Denmark and the OECD (MoER, 2018a: 21). Thirdly, reporting of the registration of the oper-

ating items and the allocation on sub purpose must happen along with the regular supervision 

and audit (MoER, 2018a: 5). The main differences from earlier regulation and practices is the 

standardization of the accounting procedures, the obligatory dimensions to be used by the uni-

versities and the allocation of cost from purpose to sub purpose (Skærbæk et al., 2019). The 

four dimensions in the CCA are designed around creating production centers through the place 

dimension, which can then use the purpose dimensions to properly allocate cost of the input 

factor to calculate the correct cost of the output. The total usage of the four dimensions and the 

allocations to sub-purposes are central interrestment devices in ensuring the productivity of the 

universities. The report from the Committee on the CCA explains the process of allocation cost 

from the purpose dimensions to the sub purposes in the following manner 

“The total costs per production center is allocated on the enrolled students after ECTS-

weight on the individual educational elements – the costs are then connected to the edu-

cational offering [specific physical unit of education, if same education is offered at 

several locations by one institution] in the educational catalogue via the student’s edu-

cational attachment in relation to the production system.” (MoER, 2018a: 25) 

The guide to the allocation of costs is designed from a perspective where it is possible to iden-

tify production centers with clear boundaries that produce ECTS points, and that a given 

amount of ECTS points create one student. At the same time, the new interrestment devices 

are reliant on a network of other technologies like production systems, ECTS points, physical 

production centers, accounting systems and standards. All the technologies are needed to make 

the calculative power available to produce input factors, output, and the cost of both. It is im-

portant that CCA must not only be strong enough to impose the identities on actors but also be 

strong enough to be integrated with other technologies to actualize its own purpose. 

The MoF, through the Agency of Modernization, has invested into constructing the State’s 

accounting system and a series of other systems, such as pay and travel expense systems, to 

give a complete package that allows universities to act according to the CCA. Figure 8 shows 

how Navision State acts as the centerpiece in the MoF’s accounting packaged and gathers the 
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relevant data from other systems in a suitable way to use the CCA. The Stats’ own accounting 

systems are another interrestment device and are often presented as solutions in the problem-

atization. It was never a demand that the universities change to Navision State when imple-

menting the new CCA, but from the MoF’s perspective the systems are seen as a package of 

technical devices that can ensure the success of the CCA. Navision State here collects account-

ing information from the State’s pay system (SLS) and the State’s procurement and reimburse-

ment system (IndFak and RejsUd). Navision State can then provide standardized data output 

to use for further distribution and reporting by the institutions. 

 

The set up with Navision State is no guarantee that the CCA can be implemented without fur-

ther investments and the introduction of more technical devices. In the overview from the 

Agency of Modernization on the system support of the CCA it is noted that 

“To achieve reporting on the underlying purpose, for example the individual educa-

tional offer or research area, the accounting data from the individual institutions be 

collected and consolidated and thereafter disrupted / allocated. A decision on the han-

dling of the later steps towards reporting has not be made, like a decision has not been 

made on the distribution keys, distribution principles, etc.” (Agency of Modernization 

in MoER (2018a: 85) 

The usage of Navision State is not perceived as strong enough to ensure that accounting output 

and cost is allocated according to the new CCA and this can be a reason to why it is not pre-

sented as the solution to the problematization but is used as an interrestment devices. The ac-

counting system is also dependent on the bookkeeping guidelines, how to distribute costs be-

tween purposes and how to allocate the cost to sub purposes. The strength of the interrestment 

devices are determined by their interconnectedness and if one of them do not succeed it affects 

the ability of the other to do so. 
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6.2.2 Sub conclusion for interrestment 

The CCA and the bookkeeping guidelines are introduced as interrestment devices and both are 

strongly inspired by productivity. The four dimensions and the instructions on how to use them 

in the universities bookkeeping are central to creating standardized costs and calculating unit 

costs. The State’s package of accounting and pay systems is also emphasized as providing the 

proper technical infrastructure that will support the CCA and the four dimensions to ensure the 

proper use of the CCA. 

6.3 Enrollment 

The design of the new CCA was strongly inspired by both the theoretical mode of productivity 

and the MoF’s own translation of the public sector productivity. However, a theory does not 

have a performative effect by simply being uttered or being written in a committee report. It is 

first when it has materialized and changed something in the real world that an economic theory 

becomes performative. To do so, a strong enough socio-technical agencement must be con-

structed to mold reality according to the theory. The enrollment section will show the power 

struggles involved in translations and the tactics and strategies the actors uses to enroll each 

other or resist the enrollment. The section will also go into how the socio-technical agencement 

is negotiated during the enrollment and its ability to actualize productivity into the university 

sector. 

6.3.1 Negotiation of the purpose and design of the CAA 

The dominating tactic from the MoF has been to threaten both the MoER and the universities 

to accept that the CCA is approved and implemented and that they must accept the purpose and 

design of it. The universities clearly feel that there is no possibility to stop the process again 

(University Director, University B). The feeling is shared by the head of the new Committee 

from the MoER who has gotten a clear mandate that the CCA must be introduced now and that 

the universities will have to accept the outcome. If the process fails through a collaboration 

with the universities, the CCA will be introduced by the MoF by other means. 

“If we in the Ministry [MoER] do not manage to find a solution with our institutions, 

and this is also the dialogue I had with the universities about it, well then it is clear that 

it can always happen that the MoF pull the brake on the project and goes to the Gov-

ernment with this and says that the MoER is not capable of finding a solution with the 

institutions about the common charts of accounts, so we suggest so and so and so. And 
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then it becomes a government decision with the Ministry of Finance’s hand in it and the 

solution becomes like this basto!” (Director of Agency, MoER) 

The universities cannot resist the problematization, as they have done in the past, due to the 

amount of problematization devices and the broad acceptance of the purpose of the CCA in the 

network The universities acknowledge this very direct threat and instead focus on the actual 

design and implementation of the CCA. A central way they do this is by claiming that their 

current accounting and management systems are not compatible with the design of the CCA. 

The criticism is that the current design and purpose of it does not reflect the reality of account-

ing but a theoretical and simplified understanding of the practices at the universities. The CCA 

is accused of being rigid, simplified, and abstract in its design and that it does not reflect the 

actual reality of the universities accounting practices 

“There is no acceptance of the complexity involved. If you do not know a lot about ac-

counts and accounting in a complex world there is a risk of simplifying things and that 

might mislead you to a false assumption of a reductionistic character, where complex 

structures and processes, and human behavior. In this way bureaucrats’ wishful think-

ing about extracting cost reports directly from the ledger is disrupted. This has to be 

recognized before we will be able to do a more accurate reporting at a more detailed 

level as they wish, e.g. Average cost for each one of our 80 study lines” (University di-

rector, University C) 

The MoER recognizes the critique from the universities about the idealized design of the CCA 

might be in contrast with actual practice and that part of the implementation of the project is to 

ensure that reality comes closer to the design and the design moves closer to reality 

“Some of it is a judgement of what is possible in the real world and it is about saying 

what would the ideal thing be if we could put everything into the accounts in a uniform 

way from the start then we might get the most precise thing out of it. If that was possible 

somehow - we know it isn’t. And we have through a lot of talks with the institutions re-

alized why it cannot be done.“ (Head of the CCA project group) 

During the negotiation in the committee the universities manage to change the design of the 

CCA to make it more acceptable for them. According to the head of the CCA committee in the 

2016 negotiation, that broke down, 
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“it became relatively set in stone and relatively theoretical what they [the MoF] wanted 

to implement. And then it gave this, this clash between the management approach from 

especially the MoF and the more pragmatic approach from the universities” (Director 

of Agency, MoER) 

It was this set-in stone approach from the MoF that led the former Permanent Secretary of the 

MoER to stop the process in 2016 

“It was originally the ambition of the Ministry of Finance [to register all costs on pur-

pose dimensions] and to be honest that was not very thought through because it means 

that when we are drinking a cup of coffee at a university then we must allocate the cof-

fee cup after how much is education and how much is research. (…) that cannot be 

done.” (Former Permanent Secretary, MoER) 

The universities are successful in changing the design of the CCA and the bookkeeping guide-

lines in two ways. It is no longer a demand that registration of costs must be done directly on 

sub purposes and the sub purposes must not be further divided into even more sub purposes 

such as education costs being divided into costs for exams, class preparation, to teaching ac-

tivities (University Director, University B). Another victory for the universities is that several 

instructions will first be developed later, in a close collaboration with the representatives from 

the educational institutions and the 2018 report grant exemption rights from the general guide-

lines in specific cases. An example is the allocation of costs from the purpose dimension to the 

specific sub purposes, where the 2018 reports writes that the MoER will “complete the final 

allocation methods after counseling from a standing committee on the implementation of a 

CCA” (MoER, 2018a: 24). As of April 2020, there is no still no published instruction on how 

to handle this issue. Similarly, regarding the issue of coproduction for certain types of costs, it 

is also written in the committee report from 2018 that 

“Specific costs types can generally be related to a coproduction of several purposes at 

the institutions. In this case there might be a risk that continuous registration on pur-

pose will give less correct accounts (…) in such cases institutions can for the specifi-

cally defined cost type deviate from the continuous registration.” (MoER, 2018b: 15) 

These possibilities to deviate and the lack of agreeance on certain technical aspects for allocat-

ing costs through distribution keys, show how the CCA is diluted from its ideal form according 

to productivity. The reason was that for the design of the CCA to be accepted on a conceptual 
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level it needed to become more like the messy and pragmatic reality at the universities and 

convince them that accepting the CCA will not harm them. The interrestment devices are mod-

ified in the process of trying to fixate the universities and the CCA and guidelines for registra-

tions are being translated from the theoretical versions of productivity. The modifications of 

the interrestment devices result in them being weaker and less capable of imposing the actors’ 

identity because the standardization of registration and allocation is made less rigid. This re-

sults in several loopholes potentially creating inconsistency between universities. 

The proposed distribution keys for cost allocations is part of the bookkeeping guidelines and 

are meant to further ensure that the standardized registration will result in proper and correct 

allocation of costs for the calculation of unit costs. During the negotiations, the universities 

manage to undermine the standardization aspect of the design of the CCA and the other inter-

restment devices. The MoER and MoF accept this to get the universities to accept the draft 

version of the CCA. 

“There was a need for flexibility in the way the solution [The CCA] should be arranged. 

(…) If for example they [the universities] compromise the correctness of their accounts 

by following a central dictated distribution then they can choose other solutions and I 

think that’s evident. I could at least not dream about, if it was me that had to decide on 

something that can evidently lead to a worse account. I think the MoF has a strong 

worry about whether it is a loophole we have opened for. That in reality the whole pur-

pose with the common CCA after common methodology disappears again. So I think 

that they very much want that the dispensations given are very limited.” (Director of 

Agency, MoER) 

The MoER wish to implement the CCA but they also want to find a solution where the univer-

sities will accept and use it. The MoER is willing to accept that the final version of the CCA 

becomes diluted if it means they can get it implemented. The reason is that the project of de-

fining and implementing the CCA is seen as a long process where a lot of the technical ac-

counting principles can first be answered after they have been tested against the real world. As 

the project manager of the CCA from the MoER said in a 2018 interview on the implementation 

process “it is something that is going to take years to get completely refined” (Head of CCA 

project group). 

The resistance from the universities to the interrestment devices meant that the cost involved 

with rearranging the socio-technical agencement to fit according to a more theoretical model 
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are simply too big. This becomes evident to several actors in the network and therefore no 

agreement could be found even on a conceptual level and the universities manage to resist their 

identity enough for them to be able to make changes. The relaxation of the CCA’s design poses 

a serious challenge for the strength of the socio-technical agencement, since it is meant to make 

the universities become professional universities. Whether the technical agencement will be 

strong enough to ensure the success of the CCA there is related to how much the implementa-

tion process will allow for change in the technical aspects and if the agencement can keep the 

purpose together despite the loopholes created. 

6.3.2 Negotiation of the socio-technical agencement 

The negotiation over the CCA did not end with the compromise on the purpose and design. 

There is a struggle over the inclusion of the university sector into the MoF’s framing of public 

sector productivity and if the socio-technical agencement can be constructed so it allows the 

performance of productivity. 

The MoF continuously refers to the success of implementing common charts of accounts in 

other parts of the public sector and the many positive experiences it has brought about. The 

positive experiences from using CCAs in other parts of the public sector are emphasized several 

times in the official reports and internally (MoER, 2018a, Interview with Agency Director). 

The struggle between the universities and the MoF does not only concern the enrollment of the 

universities into accepting and implementing the CCA but also their inclusion into the MoF’s 

framing of public sector productivity. This is done to justify the purpose and design of the CCA 

by showing a frame within which it is seen as natural parts of how professional public organi-

zation acts and not something to be feared. However, several of the universities are very critical 

of the argument that a CCA will function in their sector just because it has been implemented 

in other areas of the public sector. 

“It is something they [MoF] want to in the other parts of the public sector. It means that 

the approach that the MoF and Agency of Modernization wanted the committee to 

have… it was that since everyone else was doing it why can we not do it with the univer-

sities? Why is it that you must be special and different? The politicians have a need to 

know what you are using the money for.” (University Director, University B) 

For the MoF the use of CCAs and unit costs is not only connected to the universities but is part 

of the overall framing of public sector productivity they constantly try to reinforce and 

strengthen by including more and more organizations to be part of it. The MoF is adamant to 
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implement the CCA and that the main purpose of it is to increase productivity through the 

calculation of unit costs and common accounting standards. There is very little transparency or 

concrete suggestions to exactly how the CCA and unit costs will be used to increase produc-

tivity. That there is no clear method or procedure for exactly how the CCA will make the uni-

versities more productive, reveals how the framing has successfully made CCAs and unit cost 

a self-evident part of good public sector management. The representatives for the universities 

in the committee on the CCA says that even in the group there was no clear answer to how the 

unit cost will be used 

“There has not been a precise idea, neither from our own ministry or the MoF, about 

what you would use it [unit costs and cost transparency] for further on. There were 

some pretty soft [ideas] about it being nice to be able to benchmark each other but we 

have not gotten so much further.” (University Director, University B) 

That there is no clear concept of how the CCA and the unit costs will be used in the manage-

ment of the universities is shared by the Agency Director, who was the chairman of the com-

mittee for the CCA 

“I think in some ways that there has not been a well-defined purpose, or not from the 

point of management accounting. It is more general (…) that it will give us a data foun-

dation, it will give us an infrastructure to be able to have a dialogue about something 

that we currently do not have the possibility to have a dialogue about.” (Director of 

Agency, MoER) 

The enrollment of the universities into the framing of public sector productivity is essential for 

the MoF to ensure that the future actions regarding using and implementing the CCA become 

self-evident for all actors involved. The MoF’s framing is identical to the translated version of 

public sector productivity that was analyzed in section 5 and is also connected to the overall 

frame constructed by the economic theory of productivity as a macro actor. This can be seen 

by the fact that all actors, including the universities, around the CCA agree with the purpose of 

being costs efficient and increasing transparency. The existence of an overall frame constituted 

by productivity is perceived by the MoER and the universities notice there being a “dominating 

paradigm” (University Direction, University B) behind the work with the CCA. The MoF em-

phasizes how the CCA will hopefully create the needed transparency and that the increased 

transparency is in itself a purpose of the process 
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“Can we somehow gain an insight into how it is they have organized their business? In 

some way it is well connected to the fact that there is an id about the universities edu-

cating and researching and then we don’t meddle a lot in how they do it but in return 

we want to see which results that comes out of it” (MoF representative) 

The universities are reluctant to accept and fully use the calculated unit costs and benchmark 

because they fear that these calculations can be used by other actors, especially the MoF, to 

demand further efficiency gains. One university director fears that the next time new strategic 

results contracts between the MoER and the universities are made the calculations from the 

CCA 

“will be a foundation underneath in regard to saying how are the costs for administra-

tion, for building, and so on and so on. You have to do that cheaper at the individual 

universities. I have an expectation that that is going to happen” (University Direction, 

University B). 

Both the MoF and the MoER reject that this will happen and instead emphasize that they expect 

the universities “to learn from each other” and that the CCA “must be useful as a management 

tool for them” (MoF representative). The MoER are “careful about saying that you can make 

very unambiguous benchmarking based on the unit costs concerning the production but it does 

give some input to investigate the things in a way that makes you smarter” (Director of Agency, 

MoER). 

The calculations produced by the CCA are seen as potentially unfaithful intermediaries that 

can be turned against the universities in unintended ways by the different actors in the network 

and this is a reason why the universities do not wish to fully embrace the CCA. In the context 

of the universities, productivity is not perceived to be a safe internal measure that can be 

achieved without releasing a lot of calculations into the network around them. The conse-

quences of such calculation have been observed by the university in organization currently a 

part of the MoF’s framing and they do not wish this to happen to them as well. The CCA is 

perceived as a part of the general set of management tool from the MoF and the MoER. 

The universities have managed to change the design of the CCA as part of the enrollment, but 

they are also actively using the current organization of their accounting systems, including their 

registration, technical set up and charts of accounts, to fight against the CCA. The organization 

of the accounting systems in the sector is heterogenous and done in a way that reflects the 

universities individual managerial and financial needs of the institutions (Skærbæk et al., 
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2019). It is this heterogeneity that is utilized as a tactic against the standardization in the CCA 

and its materiality makes it a durable resistance to the interrestment devices. The current or-

ganization of the different accounting system can be seen as already existing durable socio-

technical arrangements that have been constructed through expensive investments into sup-

porting the universities’ individual organizational needs. This socio-technical agencement is 

used to fight against the one required by productivity and the CCA. On the concrete implemen-

tation of the CCA and the demands to register cost on purposes and publish a purpose allocate 

annual reports, a university director states 

“They can get whatever they want, as long as it does not compromise our accounting 

practice and daily bookkeeping. That has been my point of departure. Everything must 

be registered the right place, and we will not accept post festum recalculations. If they 

want to introduce artificial or standard allocation principals, we will do it in a second-

ary ledger, and that will and can never be our official annual report. If such a report 

compromises the official annual report, e.g. in misallocation of certain costs, we have to 

denounce it. They can do a lot, but they cannot force me to do misleading and wrong 

bookkeeping.” (University Director, University C) 

The university director goes so far as to threaten to produce a non-official annual report if 

needed to go along with the CCA. This would delegitimize the calculations and outcomes if 

they were constructed in such a way that they interfere so much with the current accounting 

that they cannot be integrated into it. Even though the universities have accepted that registra-

tion on purpose will happen within the accounting system, despite them being opponents to 

this demand (University Director, University B), the universities still try to mobilize their cur-

rent accounting systems against the external demands from the CCA. They want as little actual 

change into their accounting systems as possible and this might prove a big challenge to the 

success of productivity because the current accounting systems are not organized to produce 

purpose divided accounts and unit costs. 

“Our accounting systems are as such not made in a way where you press a button and 

then they [accounts by purpose] are spit out. It is somewhat connected to the concept of 

co-production that exists in the universities (…) it is not something that you can just 

bookkeep on.” (Head of Budgets, University A) 

The social part of the agencement must also accept and use the CCA to behave more produc-

tively. Most of the universities do not see the CCA as relevant for their daily management and 
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does not seem willing to change their actions in accordance with being more productive. This 

is because the CCA is perceived as an invasive device, that is potentially damaging to the in-

ternal financial management of the universities and as a demand from the MoF and MoER so 

they can be controlled on their economic performance. It is made clear that the MoF has no 

intention of directly managing the universities or directly impose changes based on the results 

from the CCA but instead assume that the MoER will oversee such aspects (MoF representa-

tive). At the same time the MoER directly rejects imposing productivity demands in the con-

tracts with the universities based on the results from the CCA (Agency Director, MoER). In-

stead both the MoER and MoF stress that the outcome would be used as part of a learning 

process amongst the universities and hopefully improve the internal management of the uni-

versities. However, most of the universities do not believe that the CCA and more standardi-

zation will improve their own management. A university director states 

“It is not because we don’t dare being measured up against [names another university]. 

Then we’ll do it in the areas we can. But again this is one of the main points; it [the 

CCA] is not relevant in our daily management (…) When you ask us to recalibrate our 

financial management, insert new charts of accounts, and bookkeep according to it 

every day. That does not make sense for us. I think that’s a problem. It is not a basic re-

sistance against being benchmarked against someone else.” (University Director, Uni-

versity D) 

According to the MoF and MoRE the CCA is meant to bring about better internal management 

through the universities learning from each other and act like economic rational actors would 

do. Overall the universities do not resist the role of being able to learn but reject that this can 

only happen through the implementation of the CCA and by meddling in their own financial 

accounting (Interview University director B, C & D). One university is more positive towards 

the change to benchmark more using the CCA (University Director and Head of Budget Uni-

versity A) but is also concerned that the CCA might become too bureaucratic. The unclear 

purpose of the CCA is connected to the dominating paradigm from the MoF where it is assumed 

that calculation of unit costs and benchmarking will be used by the universities to become more 

productive. 

6.3.3 Sub conclusion for Enrollment 

The universities are threatened into accepting the CCA and its purpose by the fact that the MoF 

will introduce it without their inputs if they do not accept it. The universities’ tactic is to 
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dismantle the design of the CCA to the greatest extent possible, which they somewhat succeed 

in. This weakens the interrestment devices and their ability to impose a new identity of the 

universities. The MoF also tried to include the universities into their framing of public sector 

productivity by showing positive experiences with CCAs from other parts of the public sector 

but these arguments were rejected by the universities who claimed they are more complex than 

the rest of the public sector. The universities further fight against the CCA by using the current 

organization of their accounting and management systems as material obstacles that shows the 

irrelevance of the CCA for their daily management and the massive amount of investments 

needed to comply with the demands of the MoF. In the end the universities cannot resist the 

threat from the MoF and are enrolled in the network but with a weakened CCA and socio-

technical agencement around it. 

6.4 Mobilization 

The enrollment analysis shows how the CCA is strongly inspired by productivity theory and 

how it is an extension of the MoF’s conceptualization of public sector productivity into the 

university sector. This last part of the analysis will investigate how the attempt to create the 

framing is hindered by overflows by the very introduction of the CCA. In 2020 the CCA has 

only been implemented at one university and it is still too early to conclude how the universities 

will be mobilize in the future. The project is beginning to materialize in the sector but whether 

it will have the intended effect is yet to be seen. By analyzing the potential overflows that the 

CCA is assumed to create, it is possible to investigate what can go wrong in the implementation 

and if the CCA perform its purpose. 

There are concrete worries about the strong focus on measuring and calculating productivity 

that will make the university act accordingly by lowering their costs at the expense of educa-

tional quality. A very concrete way to increase productivity is to lower the unit costs for the 

universities output by either allocating fewer resources or increasing the number of students 

enrolled. Reflecting on this concern a university director says that 

“You must be careful about what it is that you benchmark. Let’s take the Law education 

as an example. Say that you have an incentive to do it as cheap as possible, then all I 

have to do is to make sure that I do not have a single researcher teaching. I just need to 

deliver the whole education digital. Then it becomes much cheaper!” (University Direc-

tor, University D) 
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However, if the university were to lower the amount of researchers teaching, they will get into 

trouble with the Danish Accreditation system, which monitors the quality assurance of the 

Danish universities. The Accreditation system has the ratio of teachers and students as a per-

formance indicator for quality and the university director fears that pursuing the cheapest pos-

sible education will mean they can lose their official accreditation (Interview, University Di-

rector, University D). 

The MoER rejects that the CCA will result in universities reducing the unit cost of educations 

and emphasizes that for them the purpose is merely to gain the necessary insight into how the 

universities are using the public funds. For the MoER the universities must focus on the quality 

of their education and “how the institutions of higher education have (…) an impact on a soci-

etal level” (Former Permanent Secretary, MoER), while still focusing on productivity. With 

societal effect the MoER means that graduates ”go out and get a job where they use their edu-

cation and create value” (Former Permanent Secretary, MoER). 

The MoER acknowledges that if the CCA, and its goal of increasing productivity, might lead 

to the universities to reduce costs of their educations at the cost of quality and societal effect. 

This potential overflow can be contained through the investment in other framing devices. Such 

extra framing devices are used to establish a relationship between productivity and effective-

ness making it possible to achieve both and have the universities act in accordance with both. 

“when we measure productivity from the cost there are two decisions beforehand. There 

is something with trying to minimize costs and then there is actually some thought on 

prioritization in relation to strengthening the quality (…) Some of the places where the 

universities produce something it is relevant to look at dropout rates, the study intensity 

and the quality of education at different parameters.” (Director of Agency, MoER) 

In the quote several quality parameters are held up against the productivity frame and several 

other calculations than unit costs, like dropout rate or study intensity, are mentioned. Here the 

MoER reveals an attempt at associating quality and productivity together in the same framing 

exercise and expects the universities to be able to pursue both. The MoF also acknowledges 

the potential overflow of merely focusing on productivity and brings up other framing devices 

and calculations needed to contain this overflow. EducationZoom (Uddannelseszoom), an 

online platform containing data and information on specific educations based on survey an-

swers from current and former students, is specifically mentioned as such a device. 
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“Then there is EducationZoom and other things, where you can see what do the stu-

dents think of the education, what is the employment rate for the different educations, 

what is the pay level and then you have different perspectives on how good educations 

you have.” (MoF representative) 

Another overflow is the extra resources needed to uphold and maintain the CCA by both the 

universities and ministries. This includes changing the organization of universities accounting, 

registering each individual invoice to purpose dimension, the project group at the MoER im-

plementing the CCA. These extra costs represent a very real monetary investment into ensuring 

the success of the CCA. It also reflects an overflow by, simply put, increasing the unit costs of 

universities so these can be calculated, and they can afterwards be reduced. The MoER has also 

been given a grant to hire dedicated staff to make sure they have the necessary accounting 

competences in being able to work with the CCA (Director of Agency, MoER). In the commit-

tee report on the CCA the universities express that they expect “that the new common charts 

of accounts with its demand of registering on purpose will result in a considerable increase in 

administrative costs at the universities that do not already register on purpose” (MoER, 2018b: 

17). The universities even speculate that the extra costs of implementing and maintain the CCA 

will be part of the savings they expect being imposed on them afterwards, and see the ideas as 

being in direct conflict with the purpose of the CCA and accuse the MoF of ignoring the effect 

of these costs 

“It is actually unfortunately. I know that the MoF and the Agency of Modernization 

have a great focus on how we use the tax payers’ money, and we sure do so ourselves as 

well, but this extra administrative costs associated with it [CCA] I actually think that 

they take it as what you call unintentional adverse harm. It is more important for them 

to be able to get a view into what does different education and research areas costs. I 

think the though is that then you have to go in and optimize afterwards to collect some 

of the gain in that way, unfortunately.“ (University Director, University B) 

The framing of the productive university is introduced into a series of pre-existing framing 

devices to ensure educational quality and societal effect and the MoF and MoER try to combine 

these frames. As mentioned earlier the socio-technical agencement supporting productivity had 

several weak ties, both social and technical, which means that its performative effect is proba-

bly limited. Another reason why the performative effect of productivity in the CCA might be 

limited is due to the overflows it creates and its inability to be included into other frames like 
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“quality education” and “societal effect”. These are attempts at performing the universities in 

potentially opposing ways. Since the CCA has not been fully implemented across the university 

sector and since there is uncertainty about the concrete use of the unit costs it is currently not 

possible to empirically determine its effect. It is, however, clear that there are different opinions 

from the ministries and the universities and that the CCA, both in its design and implementa-

tion, is a conflict between the different actors. At the same time there are still a lot of technical 

accountings choices, uncertainty, and underlying choices of educational quality in the actual 

calculation of the unit costs. Despite these overflows and the weakness in the socio-technical 

agencement it is still possible that productivity will be performative if unit costs are actively 

used to benchmark the universities. This might be a very real scenario as one university director 

answers when asked about how the CCA will be used 

“I can with great certainty say what is going to happen. What is going to happen is that 

we present a number. Then vi supplement it with different methodological uncertainties 

and assumption and one thing after another. What they will do in the Slotsholmen [loca-

tion for the MoF and the Danish Parliament] is that they will look at the numbers and 

then they will forget all the explanations. Then when they will start to benchmark the 

universities, they will trust in the numbers. They will forget all the methodological un-

certainties in regard to it. That is what I predict will happen. It is because I have been 

the university sector for so many years, so I have seen it before.” (University Director, 

University B) 

6.4.1 Sub conclusion for Mobilization 

The implementation of the CCA is yet to happen and how the mobilization of the actors will 

unfold cannot be said with certainty. Two potential overflows created by the CCA are found. 

The first is the lowering of the educational quality because of a one-dimensional focus on 

productivity and unit costs will mean that universities will lower their cost. A series of other 

technical devices, such as performance systems and contracts, are brought up as ways to con-

tain this overflow. Secondly the implementation of the CCA might result in increases for the 

universities’ administrative costs, which will raise their unit cost thereby making them less 

productive in the pursuit to become more productive. These overflows are enhanced by the 

lack of clarity about precisely how the CCA will be used when it is implemented. 
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7 Conclusion 

The thesis’ aims to answer the research question of how is the economic notion and economists’ 

interest in productivity translated into specific accounting practices within the university sector 

and with what effects? The question is motivated by the introduction of a CCA for the univer-

sities with the aim of standardizing accounting practices and calculating unit costs. The re-

search question is supported by two work questions, which structured and informed the analysis 

conducted in the thesis. 

In answering the first work question of how productivity theory is constructed and how actors 

translate it to reform the public sector, the network around the MoF was constructed using 

Callon’s (1986) moment of problematization. Through the network analysis it became evident 

that the actions of the MoF cannot be understood in isolation from its network and how produc-

tivity is constructed as a macro actor. The network perceives productivity as the solution to 

how societies can grow and become wealthier which constitutes a dominating frame that the 

MoF designs its reforms. Within the frame public productivity cannot be properly measured in 

the national accounts and therefore it must be achieved through micro-economic and organiza-

tional level initiatives. 

Analyzing the MoF’s work with public sector productivity is all part of the overall frame con-

structed by productivity as a macro actor. Most of the reforms are made to create the meteoro-

logical infrastructure that enables productivity analysis at the organizational level. This clearly 

shows how the MoF translates the theoretical concepts from productivity theory into concrete 

reforms and tries to establish strong enough socio-technical agencements through the public 

sector. But the agencements are not strong enough and constant reinvestments is needed to 

continuously strengthen them and to adjust current and include new element. There exists a 

frame of public sector productivity that is part of the co-performation of the MoF’s general 

work with modernizing the public sector and new accounting systems and practices play a role 

in the translation of public sector productivity into the Danish public sector. 

The second work question asked how productivity performs the CCA and what are the effects 

on the accounting practices of the universities? The conclusion from the analysis is that the 

introduction of the CCA is made possible by a long and continuous problematization by the 

MoF. The problematization concerns the universities accounting and their ability to provide 

comparable and governable output calculations, with unit costs as the most mentioned output 

number. The problematization is made possible by the use of several problematization devices, 
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such as consultancy and ministerial reports, and by including more and more actors in the 

problematization, like consultancy firms and the National Audit Office. Throughout the almost 

10 years long problematization process the CCA, with standardized and centrally decided ac-

counting rules was proposed, as the solution and therefore became the obligatory passage point 

for the actors. The long process of problematization also highlights the MoF’s role as being the 

main driver behind implementing new accounting standards and introduces their conception of 

productivity to as many parts of the public sector as possible. The universities’ ability to push 

back the introduction of the CCA for so many years also shows their relative strength in dele-

gitimizing the MoF’s problematization, but this strength diminishes as more is invested into 

the problematization. 

The CCA is clearly inspired by productivity theory by focusing on constructing outputs for the 

universities and their unit costs. The CCA is also designed within the MoF’s framing of public 

sector productivity, which can be seen by the references to use of CCAs in other parts of the 

public sector. Despite the CCA being designed according to productivity theory, the socio-

technical agencement around it to be weakened during the negotiation. The universities resist 

many of the technical regulations proposed to make them register their cost in a standardized 

way and in the end manage to loosen up some of the rigid specifications in the CCA. The CCA 

appears irrelevant for the internal management of the universities and they actively use their 

current organization of the accounting and management systems to hinder the CCA in having 

a performative effect. 

Potential overflows from introducing the CCA is also found. The first is created from trying to 

include the universities with the MoF’s public productivity frame, thereby establishing a 

boundary that does not include the quality of the education and actors such as the Danish Ac-

creditation system. Another overflow is that implementing the CCA will demand a lot of extra 

resources from the universities which will increase their administrative costs and lead to the 

conclusion that they are not productive enough. Both the MoF and MoER rejects that this will 

happen and brings up other devices, such as EducationalZoom, that will contain the quality 

overflow. They also emphasize that the increased transparency and unit costs will not result in 

one dimensional focus on productivity and they do not plan to directly manage the universities 

to have such a focus. Instead they believe the CCA will provide the data to make visible new 

dimensions of the universities activities that can be part of a strategic dialogue with the minis-

tries and that the CCA will lead to increased learning between the institutions on best practice. 
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Finally, in answering the research question, the thesis shows the effort invested into making 

productivity a macro actor which in turns makes it ubiquitous and thus constitutes a framing 

where productivity is the solution to the problems of society and economies. Of the large num-

ber of actors involved, many have identities concerned with disseminating new ideas and in-

sights on productivity. These actors consist of mainly economists who are constantly fine tun-

ing and attempting to purify economic theory, so that it can be spread into the actual economy. 

In this study economics and economists form so strong a network that the MoF cannot resist 

this framing and as an effect uses these theories and models in the modernization of the public 

sector. In the theoretical production function productivity is defined as the factor, or residual, 

that explains output increases that cannot be explained by an increase in input factors. This 

residual has been criticized by economics as an impurity (Tryggestad, 2005), a  catch all resid-

ual (Solow, 1957) and as being a “measurement of our ignorance” (Abramovitz, 1956: 11). 

Despite this critique of what productivity is among economists it has still succeeded in becom-

ing dominating through continuous activities into purifying and strengthening the theory. 

But these activities from the economists in purifying cannot stand alone and as Tryggestad 

(2005) writes “purifications among human economists might not suffice. Material investments 

in diverse calculative devices might also be needed” (595). Productivity must be materialized 

through the use of calculative devices into the public sector. The MoF has a central role in 

driving the translation from abstraction into materiality. The MoF both wants to expand its own 

framing of public sector productivity. At the same time the translation of productivity is also 

done to fulfill its identity in relation to the network around productivity and be perceived as 

capable of conducting reforms. These investments are made into accounting systems, regula-

tions, and practices with the aim of creating the necessary socio-technical agencements and 

technical infrastructure to perform productivity. 

The historical analysis finds that this happens at a general level in the Danish public sector and 

this is supported by the process around the CCA. The process also reveals that the MoF is not 

alone in translating productivity into the public sector but are reliant on including allies to do 

so, especially in the form of consultants. These consultants, along with the MoF, are responsi-

ble for constructing accounting devices with the purpose of establishing the necessary socio-

technical agencement needed for productivity theory, with special focus on calculating unit 

costs. As the analysis shows these devices can conflict with the accounting realities and prac-

tices of the public organizations. The universities are being imposed a solution that does not 

benefit their internal management and it is unclear precisely how the CCA will improve the 
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management of the universities from the MoER and MoF’s side as is also pointed out by 

Skærbæk et al. (2019). The effect is that a lot of resources have been used on problematizing, 

developing and implementing the CCA to include the universities in the MoF’s frame of public 

sector productivity. 

 

8 Discussion of results and further implication 

The results of this thesis can be used by practitioners to gain a better understanding of the role 

economic theory has in the public sector and the reformation of it. This can help establish a 

critical dialogue about the consequences of the world performed by economic theory. Attempts 

have been made at criticizing the role of economics and its effect on the Danish public sector. 

An example is the debate over the macroeconomic models used by the MoF and the effect of 

the models’ assumptions and calculations on the type of policies that is deemed economically 

responsible (Houlind, 2018; Juselius, 2018). The critique of the macroeconomic models is how-

ever based on their ability to properly describe and predict the economy and does not consider 

the performative effect of economics. My conclusion is that the critique can be extended to the 

economic models’ power in constructing the actual economy and that decomposing the now 

self-obvious role of economics is needed to better understand the unintended effects they can 

have on the universities and the public sector more generally. 

Productivity has become elevated to be the only solution to welfare issues and is a major influ-

ence behind much of the reformation of society. However, when productivity becomes the 

dominating logic in reforming the public sector, it will inevitably lead to other purposes to be 

down prioritized or ignored. These other purposes are shown as the overflows from the CCA, 

such as lower educational quality. Likewise, productivity still has gaps in its ability to explain 

and describe the growth. It has been criticized for simplifying our understanding of the complex 

dynamics of growth and attributing too much to TPF or technological changes (Abramovitz, 

1993). Endlessly pursuing productivity in the public sector, of which there exists large 

knowledge gaps (Boyle, 2006; PC, 2013a), can result in overflows that cannot be contained. 

8.1 Conclusion of study in relation to university accounting research 

Much research has been done on the change of the universities from public institutions of learn-

ing and research towards self-owning organizations operating within quasi-markets and facing 

increased demands for accountability, performance management and commodification 
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(Ejersbo, Greve, & Pihl-Thingvad, 2020; Parker, 2013; Pinheiro, Geschwind, Hansen, & 

Pulkkinen, 2019). The current literature mainly utilizes an institutional framework to analyze 

how “the social mechanisms of spreading ideas of rationalisation” (Pulkkinen et al, 2019: 4) 

happens through national and international pressure and how this affects the organization of 

the university. A trend in the research is how changes in the funding or reporting structure of 

the universities transform them through the institutional pressure it puts on them to adopt or 

respond to various performance and accountability systems (Modell, 2005; Parker, 2013). The 

systems are seen as operationalization of national or international institutional norms, such as 

globalization and commodification (Neumann & Guthrie, 2002; Pinheiro et al., 2019) and as a 

way to manage universities through either direct regulation or external pressure. Studies of 

university accounting have mainly happened within the Anglo-Saxon countries, where these 

developments are most advanced (Lapsley & Miller, 2019). There is an assumption about a 

convergence of the reforms and policies enforces, resulting in more and more similar universi-

ties due to institutional isomorphism (Pinheiro et al., 2019). 

This thesis supplements the current literature in the following ways. Firstly, the study provides 

new insights into how dominating ways of behavior and thinking can be studied through net-

work analysis and including the role played by economic theory, and more generally material-

ity, in stabilizing the network. Secondly it provides empirical insight into how specific ideas 

are translated into local contexts, which challenges the conclusion about convergence due to 

institutional isomorphism, since the translation of ideas will always be dependent on the con-

text (Pipan & Czarniawska, 2010). Thirdly, the long and conflictful process of the CCA gives 

a more complex picture of accounting implementation and rejects that external norms and re-

quirements simply become implemented in a smooth manner but are the result of messy power 

struggles. 

8.2 Further implications for ANT and performativity studies 

Economic performativity has provided a new way to study economic theory and its impact on 

the actual economy. Most other studies have been of the effect of economics within parts of 

the economy that operates in a market such as ferry companies (Skærbæk & Tryggestad, 2010), 

traffic and road pricing (Revellino & Mouritsen, 2015), and accounting standard setting of 

financial firms (Pucci & Skærbæk, 2020). This study therefore provides new knowledge on 

how economics affects the public sector, which is characterized by not being part of the market 

economy. The results contribute to the understanding of performativity within the public sector 
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and especially on how economics must be translated conceptually before being moved to the 

public sector. The challenges with applying productivity theory on the public sector on a theo-

retical level influences how the reforms can be implemented in accordance with theory. The 

MoF has to shift its focus from the aggregated level towards the organizational one, because 

the national accounts were unable to provide the data to properly calculate public sector 

productivity on a macroeconomic level. This emphasizes the role of framing in creating the 

conceptual stability around the concept of public sector productivity, so that the conceptual 

challenges are contained, and productivity reforms can be enforced. The MoF has to invest in 

creating the legitimate frame of public sector productivity where it can pursue productivity on 

an organizational level, while still maintaining that it is not possible to include public sector 

productivity in the macroeconomic models (MoF, 2015). 

The thesis further explores the importance of the cultural and historical context in understand-

ing the performation of economic theory and explores it empirically. The importance of the 

historical context has been emphasized in studying performativity (Callon, 2007; Mackenzie 

& Millo, 2003) because the current economy is “the temporary and fluctuating result of con-

flicts and the constantly changeable expression of power struggles. “ (Callon, 2007: 335). Pucci 

& Skærbæk (2020) find the performative strength of economics vary and it can be impossible 

to move the theories from the economic literature into the actual economy. This does not mean 

that there is no performative effect but that 

“the traces of the theory did not vanish when constrained by the existence of other real-

ities. Rather than ruling out its influence, this resulted in an “impure” application when 

the theory encountered the reality expected to result from its implementation.” (Pucci & 

Skærbæk, 2020: 15) 

In a similar way the CCA ends up being less like the idealized model of productivity, the simple 

production function, which assumes he existence of markets, prices and other neoclassical as-

sumption (Diewert, 2018). The historical role of the universities had a big part in the co-per-

formation and the universities identities as independent knowledge institutions. This in turn 

allowed their own complex management needs were used to reject the more theoretical aspects 

of productivity, allowing the pragmatic practices to gain a precedence over theoretical needs. 

Further studies on how the idiographic role that universities have in society are used to resist 

and reformulate reform programs, and how successful impure solutions are in performing eco-

nomics. 
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